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Keiser's address to BSU faculty
compares university to 1984
With the yc:ar 1984 looming hcfore
us, Boist• State University President
John Keiser compared British writer
George Orwell's dark vision of that
year to the state of the Unin:rsity in
rc:marks to faculty and staff on Devel
opment Day,Aug. 23.
"\X'hilc.· the.• threat is seriou�. the
primary reason that Orwdl's sodety
of automatons has not heen realized
is because of the effectiveness of puh·
lie education, particularly public
higher cduc:uion. In my judgment,
Boise State { 'niversity has played a
signifi<.."ant role in this resistance
movement and has an obligation to
increa<;e its efforts," Keiser said.

Peregrine Fund oHicial Btll Burnham announced that Boise will be the new loca
tion of a World Center for Birds of Prey which will breed and study rare species,
such as this gyrfalcon.

BSU and Peregrine Fund join
to bring birds of prey to Boise
A world center for the study and
breeding of birds of prey will be
located near Boise and affiliated with
Boise State l'niversity.
The new World Center for Birds of
Prc..-y will be operated by the Pere
grine Fund,Inc.,a non-profit organi
zation which has developed unique
breeding techniques for the endan
gered peregrine falcon.
The Peregrine Fund plans to move
its Rocky Mountain recovery program
facility from Ft.Collins,Colo.,to a
site 3 miles south of the Boise Air
port and then expand its research to
include other rare and endangered
birds of prey from throughout the
world Research wilJ also be con
ducted on species in the nearby
Snake River Birds of Prey Area,
according to Bill Burnham, vice
president of The Peregrine Fund.
The World Center's affiliation with
Boise: State will provide a major focus
for the biology department in
research and student projects, said
department chairman Robert
Rychert,who helped lay the ground
work for the move.
''This will provide opportunities
for student and faculty to have access
to research projects that ordinarily
wouldn't occur here. It will bring a
number of visiting professors ...
experts in the field to our
dc..1Jartment.
One of them will be Dr.Tom Cade,
regarded as one of the world's lead
ing experts to raptor biology and
president of The Peregrine Fund.
Groundbreaking will take place
later this fall,and the Center should
be operational about one year from
now,Burnham said.
The Center initially will occupy a
S1million complex of laboratories,
offices,food production facilities,
structures for housing over 100
peregrine falcons and other birds of

prey, and on-site housing for
personnel.
It will be the largest facility in the
world devoted to the research and
breeding of raptors said Burnham.
The establishment of the World
Center is being partially funded by a
S450,000 donation from Anheuser
Busch Co. The land is in Flying Hawk
Reserve,a parcel which the city pur
chased from the Bureau of Land
Management several years ago.
In addition to six full-time scien
tists and technicians, the center will
employ about 40 part-time field assis
tants,many of them students. The
BSU library will be the central repos
itory for research data and reports,
and the Center will share office space
and equipment with the biology
department and BLM Birds of Prey
(Continued on page 8)

In Orwell's 19.f 7 novel, the totali
tarian government had produced a
people"devoid of individuality, love
and critical thought,but unaV\<-are of
it because of the process of 'double
think'," Keiser said. Boise State fos
ters the growth of educated
citizens-those who are literate,
active in public affairs, are life-long
learners and are able to solve prob
lems through mastery of a
discipline-not mindless automatons.
literacy. he said, is in part based
on access to and the ability to organ
ize knowledge.To that end,the
number of computers available to
students has been increased by 150
percent this fall.
"Unless everyone is provided
access to expanding new knowledge
through these incredible new means,
they will create the potential of
Orwellian oppression in unimagined
ways ... man,as we know him,will
lose his humanity unless the compu
ter is mastered by all those capable of
doing so in a democratic society.
Orwell's government left no option
for public involvement.Conversely,
"public affairs takes many forms
throughout the University. Recently,
we have added endowed chairs of

public affairs in the namt•s of Len
Jordan and Frank Church,both of
whi<..h already have sponsored signif·
ic.:ant lecture series." Keiser added
that these lectures, as well a.., others,
this year will he coordinated under
the theme of"1984."
An educated pen.on is "able to
�lve problems effectivc:ly from the
perspective of one of a \"ariety of dis
dplines." But, "in every discipline,
the real dangc.·r is that those with an
Orn:ellian fix on the idc.-a that knowl
edge is power gain cxclusi\·c access
to it.
"The { 'niver�ity's planned emphasis
on technology rests on the twin
assumptions that mind control can
be resisted if knowledge is a\�Jilable
to aU,and that increased and imagin
ative use of technology in all aca
demic areas is one important guaran
tee that that will happen. "
Four task forces,under the guid
ance of a steering committee on
technology,are working to that end.
They are task forces on· a BSU Center
for Technology, technological and
computer literacy,new technology
and a program in graphic arts, and
working with the private sector to
participate in mutually beneficial
ventures.
The road to Orwell's 1984 has
been "partially paved by those who
insist on over-simplified approaches
to education," Keiser said."The slo
gan 'Ignorance is strength' was used
to promote Orwell's totalitarian
government,but it also represents
the attitude of crusaders slicing edu
cation's budget not simply to the
bone, but into it."
To avoid"Orwell's midnight," the
11h-cent temporary sales tax increase
must become permanent, Keiser said.
"Given that support ... and the
opportunity to continue demonstrat
ing our worth to detractors,I believe
the future is quite bright."

Parking changes meet with some grumbles
"I better get going-I had to park
over in the north forty today because
J haven't bought my parking sticker
yet," grumbled a work-study student
at about 10 minmes to� p.m.on the
first day of school.
She was referring to the east end of
the Stadium parking lot, the last bas
tion for those withom parking decals.
The multitude of nc..-w signs in cam
pus parking lots explains most of the
changes-signs for general decal or
special permit areas, reserved lots,
metered parking, visitor parking
areas.

The major changes this year are
the conversion of the west Stadium
lot to decal parking, meters in vis
itors' spaces, decal parking for eve
ning program students,and fees for
vendors and visitors.

"It's too early yet to tell " what the
reaction is to the new regulations,
said Bob Seibolt,parking control
supenisor."It'll be awhile before the
jury is in." He said he won't know
whether more stickers are being sold
until he's able to check last year's and
this year's figures when the first
week-of-school rush slows down.
"A lot of people seem to be pretty
educated as to what the new regula
tions are." The ''biggest thing they've
noticed is that they can't park at
night for free anymore. They're not
mad-just surprised." General decals
or spedal permits now are required.
They've also noticed, no doubt,
that the fees � increased. This
year, a reserved 10( decal is 152 and
general decals � 112-that's up
from S40 and S7.SO, rapectivcly.lbc

additional funds "will go to update
facilities and perhaps add more park
ing." Seibolt said that S28 of the $52
still goes to the scholarship fund.
Some of the extra funds also wiU
pay the salaries of the three new
emloyees hired to monitor parking.
Seibolt said one person will check
decals in the late afternoon/evening,
one will check the parking meters
and the other will issue visitor per
mits from the Visitors Center booth
on University Drive.
"The old system was considered to
be outdated for the campus," Seibolt
said. A Denver consulting firm,along
with studmts and faculty,studied the
f:acilides last year, making recom
mcndadons to the parking advisory
conunittec. The fCCOIJlJMndations
then went to the ptesldcnt's alice

IDd were� last 1JXin1.
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Senior studies
nuclear glass
Boise State University senior Paula
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state additional funds. Both degree pro

fund drive, now about a quarter of the
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members, and most of the courses that
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The new program in physical educa

like to go over the top," said Jim Faucher,

BSU director of development and execu
tive director of the BSU Foundation.

The funds are in response to a mail-out

the university. This year's drive will also

tance from the busines community.

Another mail-out is planned for mid

that department who do not wish to

September and the final campaign in mid

kind of glass will resist absorption of

in corrective or adaptive physical educa

Faucher said this is the first year the drive

react" and that "will hold radionucloids."

athletic coaching, athlettc training,

said. Using glass that contains various

elements, the lab is trying to predict what
water. ''Vou want something that won't
The most interesting part of her

summer, she said, was leaving academe

and "working with people in such a dif

ferent atmosphere," being treated as a

colleague instead of a student. "It was

exciting that people of that caliber would
ask your opinion."

McDaniel was one of 140 students at

the lab, chosen from 1,300 applicants.
She discovered her education at BSU

teach, but who are interested in careers

November; the fund drive ends Dec. 31.

tion for the handicapped or elderly.

has coincided with the calendar year. "We

biomechanics, exercise physiology, sports

nization with the donors' giving year. It's

communication, and commercial and

industrial fitness.

About 25 to 30 students are expected

to enroll in the Canadian studies courses

wanted to put the campaign in synchro

much more convenient for everybody."
This year's theme is "We're a Young

51," indicating "that we are an estab

lished institution and that at the same

that will focus on Canadian government,

time we are progressing." Faucher said

courses are intended for students of

be aware of the far-reaching strides BSU

courses will be required, Canada - Land

university is moving.

history, science, business and art. The
almost any major. Two three-credit

he thinks it important for the public to

has made and the directions in which the

stood her in good stead. "I found I

haven't been cheated at all compared to

er

other students" from major univcrsjtiesin
the midwest and east.
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cal Education honored the memory of

food service technology certification

monthly except in June, July, and

U. S Senator Len B. Jordan dies

years, said he "possessed those qualities

ditions of the old west."

To honor Jordan's dedicated service, in

1982 Boise State University established

the Len B. Jordan Endowment for Eco

nomic Studies. Interest from endowment

funds is used to sponsor lectures and

scholarships designed to improve the

Jordan and his wife, Grace, were
given the BSU President's award for West

ern Life and Letters in 1981. It honors

individuals who have contributed to

Western life through writing, research or
public service.

BSU also is the location for many of

understanding of economic issues by stu

Jordan's papers. In 197�. BSU received

symposium on Idaho's fi:.caJ future,

bilia documenting Jordan's life. This

dents and the public. The first event, a

was

held in February and featured former

Idaho governors Robert Smylie and Cecil
Andrus.

about 300 boxes of papers and memora

spring, additional documentation, such as

news clippings and photographs, was

acquired.

BSU admonished by NCAA for snow trip
ished" early this summer by the National

near Horseshoe Bend while returning
from a snowmobile outing.

of allegations that he had sexual relations

prospective student-athletes on "snow

the accident to the NCAA and asked for

teach and carry out research.

rounding Boise.

ing prospective student-athletes off cam

of Psychologist Examiners will report

the snow trips to be an "unintentional

many Northwest schools.

the NCAA Council will review that legis

tional, Boise State

future, according to BSU Athletic Direc

rence of a similar incident in the future,"

State University's Counseling and Testing

Center, has been suspended, with pay,

from his duties pending an investigation

with a student client. He will continue to
A hearing officer with the Idaho Board

Boise State University was "admon

Collegiate Athletic Association for taking
trips" to acquaint them with the area sur
The Committee on Infractions found

soon to the board on the woman's

violation" of NCAA Bylaws and noted that

tional Licenses that Callao violated pro

lation to clarify its application in the

charges to the Idaho Bureau of Occupa

fessional ethics by engaging in sex while

Bleymaier filed a complete report of
clarification regarding the practice of tak

pus on snow trips, which is common in
Because the violation was uninten

was admonished "to

take every precaution to avoid a recur
the NCAA said.

serving as her counselor. The board then

tor Gene Bleymaier.

Callao's license, issue a reprimand, or

from entertaining prospective student

has prohibited off campus trips for pros

conducting an investigation, which will

considered "contiguous" to the city

of the regulations by the NCAA.

will decide whether or not to suspend

The NCAA Bylaws prohibit universities

take other action. The University also is

athletes at locations which cannot be

make its conclusions based, in part, on

where the university is located.

the hearing officer's findings.

Callao concedes that he did engage in

sex with the student, but has denied that

she was under counseling at the time.

One snow trip last January resulted in
the death of 17-year-old Matthew John

Hombs of Huntington Beach, Calif., who

was killed in a van-automobile accident

Bleymaier said the university already

pective student-athletes pending review

"We are disappointed to learn that the

trips are a violation because that

was not

our interpretation of the rules. We

wouldn't have allowed the trips had we

believed them to be prohibited," he said.

Governors select
Morrison Center

Bulletin Board

The new Morrison Center on the Boise
State University campus will be the site of
the 1985 National Governors' Association
meeting.
In making the announcement in late
July,

Gov. John Evans said Boise was

chosen primarily because the Morrison
Center could accommodate the large
number of people and because the gov
ernors have never met in Idaho. He said a
western city had been scheduled to host
the 1985 meeting.
A task force will be created to make
arrangements for the meeting, to be held
Aug. 4, 5 and 6. Most of the activities will
be held in three locations, the main ses
sions with governors at the Morrison
Center, and subcommittee meetings at

Timothy Leary

the Red Lion Motor Inn-Riverside or Red
Lion-Downtowner.
Cindee Scholfield, convention devel

Turn on, tune in,

opment director for the Boise Conven

and take charge

nors' meeting would attract about 1,800

Controversial psychologist Dr.Timothy
Leary will speak at 8 p.m. Wednesday,
Sept.28 in the Student Union Ballroom at
Boise State.
Tickets for his lecture are on sale at
the BSU Student Union Station on the
first floor of the SUB at S 3. 50 for general
admission and S2 for BSU students and
personnel and senior citizens. Leary's
appearance is sponsored by the Student
Programs Board.
Leary, 63, a former Harvard University
lecturer, is the author of Interpersonal

Diagnosis of Personaltiy, now consid
ered a clasic text.
In Leary's latest book,

Rasbbacks, he

encourages people to "look within and to
activate their higher circuits, . .. learn
not to be afraid to be yourself is my phi
losophy."
He coined the phrase "Turn on, Tune
in, Drop out," in the 66's, but has
changed his motto for the 1980's to
"Turn on, Tune in, and Take Charge." In
an interview with USA

Today, Leary said

"this age is much more exciting than the
60's.The seeds that were planted then
are just now blossoming in the 'SO's." He
said the baby boom generation now com
ing of age is better educated, more
sophisticated, more skeptical and more
liberal. "When they take over they are
going to make a much better country."

tion and Visitors Bureau, said the gover
people, and that the governors, their fam
ilies, staff and the media would spend an
estimated S500,000 to 5600,000.

Saga gets award
Saga Food Service at Boise State has
received a top national award from its
national parent corporation.
The award of excellence for its total
package of services to BSU is one of only
six awarded to U.S.Saga contractors
annually.
According to Mike Wilding, Saga direc
tor at BSU, the award was for quality ser
vice to students, as well as other food
management for the university.
Saga runs the BSU resident hall dining
program, the Union Street Cafe in the
Student Union Building, the Riverview
Deli in the Education Building, conces
sions in Bronco Stadium and the Pavilion,
and caters for meetings and conferences
on campus.
The current Saga contract with the
university, which was awarded in 1978,
will continue through 1987.
"It is a privilege to be honored by our
peers for excellence in our overall pro
gram," Wilding said.
The award, made each year to only one

Saga facility in eleven western and mid
western states, was presented in July

Leary's views tend to be unpredictable
and frequently surprising: he believes that
12 future stages of human evolution can
be glimpsed in today's races; that prison
can be the best place to do productive
work; and that drug use can make a per
son boring, out of touch and

Tom

unemployable.
"It is my social role to question author
ity," Leary told USA

Denison

Today. "Intelligent

irreverence to authority is the way to
improve society .

Draayer receives
Japanese award
Gerald F. Draayer, Boise State Univer
sity associate professor and executive
director of the Idaho Council on Eco
nomic Education, is one of 10 U.S. eco
nomics instructors to receive special
travel-study fellowships to Japan.
The fellowship is from the U.S.-Japan
Education Group, in cooperation with
the Joint Council on Economic
Education.
In October, Draayer will spend 18 days

Denison named
assistant dean
Dr. Tom Denison has been named
assistant dean of the BSU School of Voca
tional Technical Education.
Denison, who comes to BSU from the
Washington State University department of
vocational technical education, is the
innovator of the Blue Streak Arc Welding

in Tokyo, Kyoto, Osaka, Kurashiki and

Simulator, a patented welder training

Hiroshima, meeting with government

device used world-wide.

officials at all levels, inspecting industrial
facilities and conferring with business

He earned his bachelor's degree in
industrial technology from Western

leaders. The emphasis of the trip will be

Washington University, and his Ph.D. in

to investigate the reasons behind Japan's
rapid economic and socio-economic

administration of vocational technical
education with a minor in research and

progress.

�·-·•�tics from Washington State in 1981.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR
SCHEDULE

A 12-hour training session In first line supervi
sion and a seminar on effective time management
are the first in a fall series of professional devel
opment prog•ams offered by the Boise State Uni
versity College of Business.
"Basics of First Une Supervision" will be offered
in three sessions, the first from 6:30-9:30 p.m.
Monday, Sept 19. 11's intended for those who are
being trained as first-line supervisors or who have
had no prior training in the principles of manage
ment The fee is $85, and advanced registration is
required. It will be held in room 156 of the
Science-Nursing Building.
"Managing Yourself' is the second offering. The
four-week course will be from 6:30-9:30 p.m. on
Wednesdays, beginning Sept. 14, in room 156 of
the Science-Nursing Building. The fee Is $95. The
course is designed for people whose work perfor
mance depends upon effectively structuring their
own activities and will teach participants how to
apply behavioral principles in order to develop
habits to improve their effectiveness and job
satisfaction.
Other seminars include: "How to Design and
Write a Marketing Plan," Oct. 11 an 13; "General
Investments and How to Invest in the Market," Oct.
6 through Nov. 17; "Intermediate First Une Super
vision, Dec 5, 7, 12 and 14; and High Performance
Leadership," Nov. 3 through Dec 8. Most of
the seminars will be held from 6:30-9:30 p.m. in
room 156 of the Science-Nursing Building. Fees
for the seminars vary, but advanced registration is
required for all.
For more information, contact the Professional
DevelopmentProgramsoffice, College of Business,
Boise State University, (208) 385-1126.
.

SWIMMING CLASS

Are you handicapped, afraid of water, or feeling
too old to jump Into a swimming pool?
The BSU Physical Education Department and
the American Red Cross are sponsoring a swim
ming class for seniors, persons with handicaps
and "scaredy-cats" Saturday mornings from 9
a.m.-1 p.m. beginning Sept 10.
"We're hoping that this will help groups who
previously have not been helped much with their
swimming skills," BSU assistant professor of phys
Ical education Jean Boyles said.
The class is planned to continue through the
year with minimal fees to pay for lifeguard costs
only, Boyles said.
Those interested In signing up for the swimming
class may telephone Pam Christensen at 343-7726
or Boyles at 385-1470 or 343-0919.

CORRECTION

In a May, 1983 FOCUS article about a new
sculpture arrangement at BSU, the artist was
Incorrectly named. BSU 983 art graduate Michael
Thornton sculpted the grouping, Bovine Jazz, now
on the lawn by the BSU Uberal Arts Building.

RECEIVES NATIONAL MERIT

.

FALL SEMESTER TELECOURSES

Four telecourses, all of which can be completed
by mall, will be offered during fall semester at
Boise State. Those wishing to sign up for the
classes may do so with the BSU Continuing Edu
cation Office up until 10 days after the first day of
each of the courses.
The classes, Vietnam: A Television History, The
Art of Being Human, Understanding Human B ehav 
ior, and Focus on Society, are offered by the BSU
Office of Continuing Education and KAID-TV. They
feature a combination of televised lectures and
textbook and written assignments. Textbooks may
be purchased at the BSU bookstore or by mail.
The courses are open to the public. They do not
fulfill BSU core requirements, but each may be
used for two elective credits.
Vietnam is a historical record of the conflict,
which includes background film coverage of the
land and its people and a chronology of its history
from 1945-1975. The class also will explore the
impact of the Vietnam War on American society.
It will be broadcast Tuesdays Oct. 4-0ec. 20
from 9-10 p.m. with Or. Robert Sims as the
instructor.
The Art of Being Human, taught by Or. Allan
Fletcher, focuses on appreciation of art, music,
philosophy, drama and literature. It will be broad
cast Tuesdays and Thursdays, Aug. 30-0ec. 8
from 7:15-7:45 a.m. and Saturdays from 1-2 p.m.
The introductory psychology class Understand
Ing Human Behavior, taught by Dr. Garvin Chas
tain, will air Aug. 27-0ec. 3 Saturdays from 2-3
p.m. and Mondays and Wednesdays from 12:30-1
p.m.
Focus on Society is a general introduction to
sociology, emphasizing widespread changes in
American society. It will be aired Aug. 27-Dec. 3
Saturdays from noon-1 p.m. and Mondays and
Wednesdays from 7:15-7:45 a.m. Dr Richard Baker
Is the Instructor.
For further information or registration forms for
the tele-classes, contact the BSU Continuing Edu
cation Office, 1910 University Drive, Boise 83725,
or telephone 385-1709.
Students may also register for the television
classes at the Continuing Education Office in
room .247 of the BSU Ubrary from 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
weekdays.

CONSUMER ECONOMICS FORUM

The Idaho Council on Economic Education is
sponsoring a forum on consumer economics for
teachers from 7 to 10 p.. Monday nights beginning
Sept 12 in room 108 of the Education Building.
Topics to be covered include budgeting and
money management, consumer law, food produc
tion and consumption, retailing, housing, Insur
ance and health services and energy.
The cost of the three-credit graduate course is
$60, which also covers books and materials. Fees
should be paid to the Center for Economic Educa
tion, 1910 University Drive, Boise, 10 83725.
Leaders from business, government, labor, edu
cation and consumer interest groups will perticl
pate in the forum. It is being sponsored by the
Quaker Oats Company In cooperation with the
Joint Council on Economic Education.
For further information, contact the Idaho Coun
cil on Economic Education at (208) 385-1193.

Adam T. Corder, a 1983 Borah High School
graduate, has been named the recipient of a four
year National Merit Scholarship to Boise State.
Corder, who Is a member of the National Honor
Society, will major In psychology at BSU. He is the
son of Steven and Ann Corder, 2611 Shoshone,
Boise.
He is among some 2,000 U.S. students receiving
1983 National Merit Scholarship Corporation
awards, totaling $9 million. The scholarships are
sponsored by about 196 U.S. colleges and univer
sities, and recipients represent the top half of one
percent ot graduating seniors In their respective
states.
"LUCIA" SINGERS WORKSHP

A Boise Opera singers clinic with cast members
from the company's forthcoming production of
Lucia Di Lammermoore is scheduled Sept 17 in
the recital hall of the BSU Music-Drama Building.
Singers conducting the clinic include Boisean
Juli Holland, who will sing the title role of the
opera, and Michael Delos, returning for his third
appearance with Boise Opera.
The production Is scheduled Sept. 28 and 30 at
Capital High School at 8 p.m.
Clinic participants are asked to bring a prepared
aria, lied or art song to the workshop, where an
accompanist will be available.
Cost for attending the clinic is $3 for students
and $5 for others.

DANCE COMPANY AUDITIONS

Auditions for A Dancing Force, a Boise State
University dance company, will be held at 5:30
p.m. on Friday, Sept. 9, 16, and 23 in the BSU Gym.
About 15 spots are open in the company
directed by Lori Head and sponsored by the BSU
Sports and Fitness Center. This summer the com
pany performed at Streets for People, the Valley
View Aerobic Competition, and the Miss Elko
County Pageant. Coming up this fall are perfor
mances at the Twin Falls Community Benefit Show
and the Health, Recreation and Physical Education
Association Conference at BSU Oct 13-14.
ST. PAUL'S SHARES FACILITIES

St Paul's Catholic Center at Boise State Univer
sity will share its facilities with Episcopal and Luth
eran worshipers this year.
Episcopal and Lutheran services will be con
ducted at the Center, 1915 University Drive, and
chaplains of those faiths will have weekly hours.
Bob Cross is the new Episcopal chaplain; Martin
Heinecke Is the new Lutheran chaplain.
At 8 p.m. on Sundays, beginning Sept 11, stu
dents from all three faiths will gather for fellowship
and discussions. Episcopal Eucharist will be cele
brated at 7 p.m. on Sundays in the upper lecture
hall. The time of the Lutheran services will be
announced in the near future.
Staff members of the three faiths will form "a
new religious counseling group we haven't had
before," said Herb Runner, an advisor for the Can
terbury Club, an Episcopal organization on cam
pus. Because of students' busy schedules and
their transient status, it's been difficult to form
cohesive religious organizations at the University.
"We'll be combining our forces to make a worka
ble organization." He added that cooperative
efforts among different denominations Is becoming
a national trend.
St Paul's Is offering three courses this fall for
credit or audit, "World Religions," "Catholicism"
and an "Introduction to the Old Testament." The
courses are open to those of all faiths.
For more information about the new services or
about the Center, telephone 343-2128.

CAMPUS NEWS=======����
Eschen and Hansberger elected to Health Sciences board
Maria Eschen and Klara Hansberger

have been elected to three-year terms on

the BSU/Community Health Sciences
Association, Inc. board of directors.
Eschen, a registered nurse, has

received both her master's and doctor's

degrees in public health from the Univer
sity of Oklahoma. She teaches courses in

public health administration at Boise

State University and is a member of the

board of the Idaho State Public
Employees Retirement System.

She is a consultant for a number of area

health care organizations including

Mountain States Health Corp., Westing

Hansberger is secretary to the College

of Idaho Board of Trustees and is the past

president of St. Luke's Regional Medical

Center Auxiliary and the Boise Gallery of

Art Association.

She has served on the board of the

health agencies and individuals and cor

porations concerned with health services.

Story published

Boise Philharmonic Association and has

been active in community fund raising

projects for both the American Heart

Association of Idaho and the Idaho
Cancer Society.

The association promotes area health

services and health sciences education

development through cooperative efforts
of the BSU College of Health Science,

A short story by BSU student Suzanne

Ramey, "Dakin and the Time of His Life,"
has been selected by the Student Editors

Association of Illnois for inclusion in

Fountain of Youth,

an anthology of the

best writing from undergraduate college

and university literary magazines. The

story first appeared in the 1982-83 edi
tion of

cold-drill.

house Corp., Veterans Administration and
St. Luke's Regional medical centers and

Jazz great at BSU
for Sept. concert
Big bands and jazz will be alive in Boise

Sept. 20 when Buddy Rich and his band
perform in the Student Union Building
Ballroom at 8 p.m.

The long-time jazz performer began

working on the vaudeville stage at the

tender age of 18 months. By age 11, Rich

formed his own showband and toured
the United States on the vaudeville

the Idaho Cancer Society coordinating
committee.

Reading meet here
October 13-14
Five national experts on the teaching

of reading will conduct sessions of the

Idaho Council of the International Read

ing Association conference at Boise State
Oct. 13-14.

Speaking to Idaho teachers at the con

circuit.

vention will be Morton Botel, an individ

BSU Student Programs Board. Other pro

Jenkins, a language experience advocate;

Rich's performance is sponsored by the

grams board offerings this fall are: Dr.

Timothy Leary, 8 p.m. Wednesday, Sept.

28 in the SUB Ballroom; folksinger Char

lie Maguire, 8 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 6 in
the SUB Lookout Lounge, the Robin

Flower Band, 8 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 9 in the
SUB Ballroom; Russian films

ualized reading instruction specialist; Lee

Pavilion cited as outstanding arena

Pat Koppman, a parent-teacher expert;

its architect, CSHQA Architects/Planners,

The Boise State University Pavilion and

Myra Cohn Livingston, a children's poet;

Boise, have been honored as one of two

room Reading Involvement."

nation by Athletic

and Nicholas). Sivoroli, author of "Class
About 55 Idaho reading experts will

also make presentations at the gathering,

outstanding university arenas in the

magazine.

Purchasing & Facilities

Awarded a "1983 Facility of Merit"

according to Dr. William Kirtland, direc

designation, the pavilion is one of 14

Philadelphia String Quartet, 8 p.m. Mon

and vice presidentoftbcIdaho
association.

the national publication inits August,

Center.

offering teachers innovative ideas about

Potemkin

and Cranes are Flying, 7 p.m. Monday,
Oct. 17 in the SUB Ada lounge, and the
day, Nov. 7 in the BSU Special Events

For more information about any SPB

event, contact the office at 385-3654.

tor of the BSU Reading Education Center

A "Learning-Go-Round" with exhibits

teaching language arts will be featured at
the convention, Kirtland said.

public facilities of all types recognized by

1983, issue. The publisher said that the

Pavilion will be the subject of a major fea

ture article within the next year.

The magazine pointed out that "the

basic selection criteria are not necessarily
aesthetics but rather function . .. the abil

ity to meet program needs, the value of a

facility's utilization." Other selection

criteria include cost-saving and energy

saving construction and operation proce

dures, creative use of space and inno

vative design.

Earlier, the Pavilion received an Engi

neering Excellence Honor award for

structural design from the Utah Engineer

ing Council, presented to Reaveley and

Associates, Salt Lake City structural engi

neers for the Pavilion.

What's Happening in the Arts
Music
The Boise State University Depart
ment of Music will begin a year of
musical entertainment this fall with
BSU faculty members Carroll Meyer,
Galindo Rodriguez and Michael Sam
ball performing Oct. 7 in a Faculty
Artist Series recital in the Special
Events Center.
Four additional performances are
scheduled during the fall and winter.
Oct. 21 will feature Catherine Elliott,
Gerald Schroeder, and John Baldwin
in the special Events Center. Julia
Kole, Donald Oakes and Joe Baldas
sare will appear Nov. 4 in the Music
Auditorium. On Nov. 8 Constance

plete the regular season April 18-21
in the Special Events Center. It is the

senior recitals scheduled throughout

all-American story of an affectionate

tion of graphics by Laura Hibbs goes

the year.

father, a frail but spirited mother and

on display. It will be followed by

the four sons they raised-all with

Idaho First National Bank's Corporate

temperaments to match their red

Art Collection Feb. 3-24. The com

Tickets may be purchased at the door

hair.

All performances are at 8: 15 p.m.

the evening of the event. For further

In addition to the major produc
tions, the Theatre Department will

mances call 385-1771.

also sponsor two dance concerts,

entire month of March.
On display during the months of

Dec. 9-10 and April 27-28 in the Spe

April and May will be student proj

cial Events Center, and two Showcase

ects beginning with graduate thesis
exhibitions April 2-13. Art work from

Theatre
The 1983 fall semester BSU drama
season got underway early this year
with the late August-early September
production of Godspell.
Arthur Miller's contemporary clas
sic Death of a Salesman will be per
formed by the department Oct. 12-15

performance will be in the Special

in the Special Events Center. A pro

Events Center with James Hopper,
Constance Speake and J. Wallis Isratt.

duction of Salesman recently toured
the Peoples Republic of China,
receiving excellent reviews.
A British comedy, No Sex Please,

productions, Dec. 7-10 and May 2-5
in Subal Theatre. The Showcase per

Idaho high school students will be

formances will be directed by stu

exhibited April 16-20 during the

dents or alumni of the department.
All performances are scheduled at

annual high school scholarship exhi

tJ: 15 p.m. and are open to the public.

exhibition will close out the season
when it goes on display April 25-May

office beginning five days prior to thr

7.

event. For further information call
385-1462.

Museum of Art
The Boise State University Museum

We're British, will be performed Nov.

for the fall season. The Concert Band

16-19 in the Special Events Center.

of Art will open the 1983-84 exhibi

and the Meistersingers will appear

Co-authors Anthony Marriott and

tion calendar with a showing of

Oct. 16 in the Music Auditorium. On

Alistair Foot created the second

Joseph McMeekin's Paintings of

Oct. 26, the Treasure Valley Wind

longest running play in London's his

Idaho at the Turn of the Century.

Ensemble will make the first of three

tory, involving the innocent esca

The collection will be on display

appearances slated for the year in the

pades of an ordinary couple who

Sept. 12-30 on the first floor of the

Special Events Center. They will per

become involved with a mail order

Liberal Arts Building.

form again on Jan. 25 and April 25.

pornography ring.
joan of Lorraine by Maxwell An

Band is scheduled for Dec. 4 in the

derson is scheduled for the Special

Music Auditorium with a Chorale

Events Center March 1-4. This story

Concert to follow on December 11.

of Joan of Arc is set on a stage during

The BSU Music Department will
also sponsor an opera in December,
the title to be selected in the next
few weeks. It is scheduled for the

The paintings of Gaye Hoopes and
John Killmaster will be displayed for
public viewing Oct. 3-21.
On Oct. 31-Nov. 22 the members
of the art department faculty will

a rehearsal for a play about the fa

display various works in the annual

mous lady of yore.

faculty exhibition and Nov. 28-Dec. 9

Life With Father, a play by Howard
Lindsay and Russel Crouse, will com-

bition. The undergraduate student

Tickets may be purchased at the box

scheduled several ensemble concerts

Another performance by the Concert

munity will be able to view various
prints from Boise collections the

information on any of the perfor

Speake and Karen Krout will perform

Series, the Music Department has

The new year will get underway
Jan. 12-27 when a one-person exhibi

and the public is invited to attend.

in the Music Auditorium. The Jan. 20

In addition to the Faculty Artists
-

Special Events Center on Dec. 2-3. In
addition, the department has several

the museum will host sculptures by
BSU alumni.

SPB films
A new series of award-winning
weekend films and monthly four-star
film festivals will be presented to
Idaho movie fans during 1983-84 by
the Boise State University Student
Programs Board.
The "Four-Star Film Series" will
screen primarily Academy and
Cannes Film Festival award-winning
foreign, classic, documentary and
American movies Friday and Sunday
evenings. Film festivals will run Fri
day, Saturday and Sunday evenings,
with Saturday films free to the public.
For a free film series brochure, as
well as ticket and location informa
tion, write or telephone Scott Arnold
Student Programs Board, Boise State
University, Boise, ID 83725, tele
phone 385-1223.

for some twenty minutes before I actually began to write.
What bothered me about the situation was not so much

Oxford
letter

the fact that I wasn't writing yet (I had always been a slow

.one more to take.

around me were churning out absolute epics. (There was

none too soon. For me, it was a strange period of time,

starter in exams), but that some of the people sitting

one candidate in particular who, I recall, always seemed to

have written six or seven pages by the time I walked to
South Schools to begin another exam.)

By mid-afternoon on the first day, I found myself faced

with a problem I had somehow overlooked in preparing

By K arl Knapp

for the exams. After four hours of continuous writing, I

was suffering not from "writer's block," but from "writer's
cramp"-my writing hand had stiffened up to the point

Walking down the High Street on that June morning, I

really, from Pembroke College to the Examination Schools

building. It maybe takes 1 5 mintues if you walk slowly. On

June 8, the first day of exams in the Final Honours School
of English Language and Uterature, I wanted that walk to
last forever.

Anywhere else you would look silly walking down a city

street at around nine in the morning in a suit with a white

bow tie and an academic gown and a mortarboard, but not
at Oxford. At Oxford, this costume, known as "sub-fuse,"
means exams, and exams are taken quite seriously here.

After all, whether or not you get a degree from Oxford
depends on how you fare in your final exams.

And they are indeed a grueling process. Sitting in the

same room for six hours a day for anywhere from five to

ten days (depending on the subject), wearing your sub

fuse garb (the examiners don't actually make you wear the

mortarboard), and realizing that when it is over your

results will be made public all contribute to the pressure

and intensity of the exams.

So you finally arrive at "Schools," as it is called, and

there ace people crowding in the doorway and down the

stairs onto the sidewlk, everyone looking pretty much the

same in their sub-fuse gear. But the similarities stop with

dress: more than anything else, the candidates arc sepa

rated by their expressions. Some await the exams calmly,

some with an air on nonchalance. Others laugh hysteri
cally, while some look just plain mortified by the prospect
of it all.

Although the exams don't begin for another fifteen

minutes or so, somehow it makes sense to get here early

just so you can stand around and be nervous with every

broke who the previous year had broken both of his arms
playing basketball a week before his exams were sche

duled to begin.
There being virtually no possible way to postpone the
tate his answers to an invigilator. After a frustrating first

day of dictating answers, he decided to give writing a shot

anyway. Ironically, he did extremely well in his finals, re
ceiving the highest macks of anyone reading PPE (Philo

sophy, Politics, and Economics) at Pembroke.

Needless to say, it was hardly a situation you would have

willed upon anyone, in spite of how well my friend did in
his finals. The exams were bad enough by themselves.

By Saturday, I was well into the rhythm of the exams,

and found myself disturbed by little, if anything. Friday

afternoon a pigeon had cooed from an upper-story win

For two years BSU Rhodes Scholar Karl Knapp has
FOCUS readers. His studies there now completed,
exams ... and did well enough to graduate with a
"second" in English literature. Congratulations, and
thanks from FOCUS..

Dear editor.....
A young man Rene (pronounced ReeNee) Clark

gave his life July 6th attempting to save the life of a
total stranger.
Rene was not known by many, but the few lives he
touched knew the person he strived to be.
He was orphaned at age 5 when his parents were
killed in a car wreck. He came to Boise for his high

dow for over an hour while I struggled through my Middle

school years and lived with a male guardian in The

jackhammer could be heard intermittently echoing

fornia when Rene was 18 and Rene was alone. He

English translations. On Saturday the irritating rattle of a
through South Schools. And I thought conditions for

exam-taking were supposed to be near perfect at Oxford.
After spending a beautiful Sunday holed up in the

Pembsroke library trying to memorize dozens of quota

tions for Monday's and Tuesday's exams, I figured that I
was over the worst of the ordeal. I had already "sat" (at

Oxford you do not "take" exams, but "sit" them) five pap
ers, amounting to 14 hours of testing. Now I only had 12
hours of exams left, all coming on Monday and Tuesday.
Monday's exams went relatively smoothly-I had an

Casey Family Program. The guardian moved to Cali
was quiet and shy and very polite. He never had all

the things young people take for granted, but he
could forego those things and attempted to make a
success of his life. How different a path his life might
have taken. He could have felt life owed him some
thing and gone after it by stealing from others but
that was not Rene. He had his own standards and
goals-he wanted to be a Master Chef in one of the
finest restaurants in Boise, his own.

swered three questions on each of the papers, I had man

Just 3 days before he was to complete his course
of study at BSU and go on with his attempt toward

vant or not, and most importantly, I had not panicked

success, Rene's life was snuffed out in one brave

answer the third question on my morning exam. My

himself or what the other person might be like. Rene

aged to fit a lot of my quotes in, whether they were rele

I had answered a question.

Getting through Monday's papers was certainly a moral

victory for me. Since the exams in English Literature had

didates, with the most anxious of those candidates pressed

traditionally begun on Thursday and finished on the fol

entrance to the hall through which everyone must pass to

dates would start to falter, either because of fatigue or an
over-eagerness to have the exams done with. I had heard

up against a little metal retaining gate which blocks the

how seem complete.

exams, my friend was informed that he would have to dic

answer on Keats may have been unintelligible, but at least

By 9:25, the foyer of Schools is packed with finals can

Regardless, it was an exciting culmination to my two years

at Oxford, an experience that made my time there some

this is his final "Oxford Letter." Karl did survive his

the swarm congregated in the foyer to the room where
announced.

long that it was hard to believe it actually happened.

the incident later, I thought of a friend of mine from Pem

when I discovered I only had about twenty minutes left to

you actually take your exams when your subject is

something that had been planned for and anticipated so

shared his experiences at Oxford University with our

one else. Besides, if you don't arrive at Schools early, you

don't get a chance to push and shove your way through

Unlike Sisyphus, though, the finalist's struggle ends, and

where I was simply dragging my entire arm across the

page, rather than actually moving my hand. Reflecting on

felt somewhat queasy and hot. It's not a very long walk,

to be learned. He finishes one answer, and he still has

another to write. He finishes one exam, and there is yet

lowing Tuesday, Monday was the day when a lot of candi

just jumped off his bike and dove in the cold and
dirty water to help his fellow man.
Rene wanted so badly to succeed - to be a success
in life - to be someone - to be liked - to be 'his own
man' - and he would do it his way.
It hurt when I visited Rene in the funeral home
and there were only a handful of signatures on the

the horror stories of finalists with only a paper to go get

guest list and only two bouquets for this young hero.

tone voice comes over the intercom: "Good morning

Schools hysterically, or of those who began to talk aloud

and understood his needs and goals in life, I feel he

ting up in the middle of an exam and running out of

ladies and gentlemen. Will candidates in the Final Honours

during a paper in the midst of some 400 candidates.

School of English Langage and Literature please go to
South Schools and Room Eleven." Was I glad I didn't have

I did nothing of the sort, but admittedly when I began

my penultimate paper on Tuesday morning I was both

to go to Room Eleven. Room Eleven was where you had to

extremely tired and a little premature in my anticipation

from S-Z; spending the next few days cooped up in that
drab little room would only have added to the overall mis

number of finalists make is to overlook the last exam,

take your exams if your last name began with any letter

of finishing that afternoon. The biggest mistake a great

thi. !dng instead during those last three hours about what

ery of taking the exams. South Schools, on the other hand,

will go on once they have left the confines of the Schools

hard to believe that its main function is as an examination

the absence of pressure which has dominated their lives

is a beautiful writing hall of ballroom proportions. It is
center.

When your school is announced, you find that you don't

have to do much maneuvering at all; you just get swept

along in an enormous mass of bodies and adrenaline, and

before you know it you've broken free from the pack and
you've got the freedom to walk or run as quickly as you

like to your school.

The first day of the exams, it is generally acknowledged,

is by far the worst. It is on the first day that you find your

building-the champagne, the giddiness of finishing, and
for so long.

My last paper was over Shakespeare, and though I had

believed I was fairly well prepared for the exam, I found

that between my exhaustion and excitement about finish
through two questions, I found I had left myself all of fif

teen minutes to answer the last question. Of course, by this
time I had assured myself that it didn't really matter what I
wrote on this question. "The examiners will already have
decided my results by the time they look at this answer," I

with your name on it), a feel for the three-hour time limit

"third" was a couple of bad papers. Had I messed up any

of each exam (with three questions to answer in three

hours, some finalists find themselves left with as little as

fifteen minutes when they begin the last question), and
the type of questions that ace likely to come up on the

papers.

Once acquainted with the manner in which the exams
ace conducted, Oxford finals become in large part a test of

a candidate's mental fortitude and physical endurance.

There is no room for any sort of "writer's block" during

the exams; you must turn the answers out, one after
another, day after day.

When I had located my desk on the first day of the

exams and had decided which questions I was going to

answer, I found myself staring at my empty answer book

Because I knew Rene for the young man he was
deserved to be remembered.The Statesman did a
brief story about the tragedy and gave Rene a nice
write-up on July 7, 1983. Perhaps if Rene had come
from a more prominent family, more would have
been done for him.
Because Rene touched my life and my heart, I feel
he deserves more. I would like to see a memorial for
Rene somewhere on the BSU campus. A tree planted
to be living and on-going with a memorial below
telling of his heroism and saying for Rene "I was
here. I walked these halls. I was a success in life."
Rene tried. He gave it his all. I am proud to say I
knew Rene Clark.

ing I could barely manage to concentrate. After struggling

self intimidated by the unknown-a lack of familiarity with

the surroundings (you have to find the one desk in 400

I

moment of heroism.He never stopped to consider

get to their respective school. When that gate is finally
removed, something resembling a cattle stampede occurs.
About this time, too, a bell starts ringing, and a mono

!

J

rationalized. I knew, however, that all it took to get a
thing else?

"Will you please stop writing," the chairman of the

examiners finally bellowed out. By 5:30 on this Tuesday
afternoon, though, a sizeable number of the candidates

had already left South Schools, eager to begin celebrating.
I had stayed until the end, but as I walked down a corridor

of Schools and out into the foyer, I felt a certain relief in
knowing I would never have to return to South Schools

again.
I suppose you could say there's a bit of Sisyphus in every

Oxford finals candidate. He turns the page, and a barrage
of information comes tumbling back down on top of him
as he studies for yet another day in preparation of the

exams. All of the plots, themes, characters, and quotes still

Mrs. Barbara Moore
Boise, Idaho
Editor's Note:

Mrs. Moore's hope that Rene Clark

will be remembered has been put into action at BSU.
A news story about a scholarship fund in Clark's
name, and the planting of a memorial tree for his
courageous action appears on page 2 of this issue.
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-�unner recital
Organist continues cum laude
ALUMNI������
cries of older methods, he said.

By Jocelyn Fannin
BSU News Services

A commitment to a profession where jobs are few,
maintaining excellent performance, getting along

"Recitals are challenging, but I don't think I could

"As an example, we have discovered baroque

make a living that way. Many people ask you to play

(17th century) playing methods are not what we

for free, and that's okay-it brings more students to

thought they were, but much more close to the way

me and to the college."

the German language is spoken, using more conson

with groups of people-all are essential to a musi

ants. The Germans separate the notes more, and the

cian and all are difficult choices to make, but BSU
alumnus David Runner has made those choices.
Now a professor of music, a nationally known

organ pipes imitate that sound. A French or Italian

teaches organ, music history and theory, and directs

made organ sound is much smoother, like those lan

the choir.

guages," he explained.

organist, and a choir director, Runner, one of the

"It's hard for me to describe how I feel about

The St. Michael's Cathedral organ is versatile, but

first Boise State College Silver Medallion recipients,

more oriented to the German music than to the

returned to Boise for a recital July 24 at St. Michael's

French or Italian, he said.

EpiSCOJ?al Cathedral.
In his boyhood California home, his first organ

Johnson City, Tenn., a private liberal arts school of
about 600 students.

th� pipes in the bedroom.
As a youth, Runner entered several organ competi·

rare. Once in a while someone will retire, but there
are lots of hungry organists.

national competition while attending school here

"I don't particularly care for playing recitals all year

Since his graduation from BSC, he has won many

long-it could be done, but I don't think I would

other organ competitions and regularly plays recitals

enjoy that.

at such East Coast churches as New York City's St.

choir."
group of people is different. I've done well largely by
an ability to get along with groups of people."
Runner is also the organist and choir master for
where his wife Lisa, who holds a music degree from

cate newly installed pipe organs in North Dakota,

"There are a lot of different things you can do
with a church choir that you dan't do with a school

He received both his master's and Ph.D. degrees

choir. You can't threaten them with a grade-it's

magna cum laude from the prestigious Eastman

more like a social club. I try to treat it like recrea

School of Music in Rochester, N.Y.

tion from my job. If it weren't fun, I just couldn't do

magna cum laude from

it," Runner said.

Boise State in 1969, performed for an enthusiastic

He performs in a faculty recital each year, for

audience, including in his program well known

which he practices from August to February.

works by Bach and Mendelssohn.

"I've done a lot of reminiscing about my early

"David is the only person who plays this one who

morning practicing sessions at Boise State from 6-

is alive," said his mentor, BSU professor of music

7:30 before music theory class began. Now I prac

emeritus C. Griffith Bratt, of Runner's featured selec

tice about an hour or two a day, but when I was in

tion, the Paganini Variations for Pedal Alone by

school it was three to four hours a day. That sounds

modern British composer Thalben-Ball.

hard, but when you're a student, you find a way.

A "moving" selection, literally, as well as figura

Runner studied at BSU with C. Griffith Bratt, who

th·ely, the Variations are played solely on the foot

sponsored the St. Michael's recital, and with Carroll
Meyer a��d Don Oakes. He also played in the stage
band with Mel Shelton.

pedals with no use of the organist's hands.
Runner explained that organists can't perform in
their street shoes-those will scratch the pedals, and

The BSU Music Auditorium had pews rather than

a soft shoe with more flexibility is needed to play

chairs then, he remembers, and only a little elevated

the instrument.

platform for the organ, instead of the current stage

He also played 7be Burning Bush, by H. Berlinsky,

area.

warning his audience, "If you don't like modern

Coming from a musical home where his father

music, you'll just have to hold your ears for this

Herb Runner, BSU's director of institutional

one."
-

You learn how to direct a choir by directing a

Milligan College, plays piano for the choir.

Washington, Oregon, Tennessee, and Virginia.

graduated

to teach voice and music theory, sing in a choir,

the Johnson City Downtown Christian Church,

John the Divine. He has performed recitals to dedi

Runner, who

cations they were looking for-things like the ability

"I'm not the best director in the world, but each

"I wanted to teach in a college situation," he said.

and placing second in another.

ple, but some are quick to pick up what you say.

teach choir. That takes mostly on-the-job training.

''I feel lucky to have a job," he said. "The jobs are

tions, "Easier to get into than out of," winning one

teaching," he said. Most students are ordinary peo
"I was hired at Milligan because I had the qualifi

Runner is a professor of music at Milligan College,

was set up with the console in the living room and

At Milligan, which he says has a music department
relatively large for the size of the school, Runner

research, played violin and piano, and his mother

Organ music is a changing study, where new

Sally Runner performed on the cello, he began play

techniques emerge continuously, as well as discov-

David Runner at the tool of his trade

ing the piano at age seven and the organ at 11.

IN TOUCH �����
OBITUARIES
Jamea Marahall Thomaa, 61, died May 8 in Lake
Oswego. Ore. A graduate of Boise State College,
he had served in the U.S Army until 1946. After the
war he worked for Armco Steel Corp. in Boise until
retirement in 1978. He and his family later moved
to Lake Oswego, Ore.
Eunice M. Barane81, 69, died June 1 in a Boise
hospital after an extended illness. She had taught
in the Boise School Distnct for 17 years. retiring in
1976.
Hannah L. Noteboom, 78. Meridian, died June 2
She received her bachelor's degree from BSC in
1969 She taught school for 12 years at Jordan Val
ley, Ore., and for three years she worked for
Nampa State School and Hospital.
Samel W. Artla, 56, Boise, d1ed June 6 of natural
causes He graduated from Boise Junior College in
1950 and had been 1n business with his brothers,
owning and operating Artis Metals Co.. Inc. in
Boise. Contributions may be made to the Mountain
States Tumor Institute or Sacred Heart Parish
-

Steven L. Farrla, 32. Boise. died June 19 from Injur
Ies received in an automobile accident. He gradu
ated from BSU in 1974 and participated on the golf
team while attending. He was self-employed as a
painter at the time of his death.
Larry C. Peacock, 33. Jeror�e. died July 3 as the
result of a rafting accident on t'le Snake River near
Hagerman. He graduated in 1973 with a bachelor's
degree in mathematics and education. At the time
of his death. he was teaching and coaching in the
Jerome School District and was also a Little
League coach for the Jerome Recreation District.

JOBS AND PROMOTIONS
Gene Ami (BA. Public Administration, '71) has
worked for Boise City for the past twelve years. He
IS currently parking control officer and the fire
marshall's special assistant.

H. Clark Falla, member of the original class at
BJC in 1932 and instructor of Spanish and German
at BJC from 1946-47, has recently retired after 32
years as instructor at D1ablo Valley College, Pleas
ant Hill, Calif. During his years of teaching he
taught six languages: Spanish. German. French.
Portuguese, Italian and Latin.

Dwaln D. Grfgga is president of Computer Solu
tions, a new business in Boise. which offers busi
ness and personal computer training. software.
and hardware.
Air Nation Guard Airman Mary J. Moore ('81)
has been assigned to Keesler Air Force Base.
Miss after completing Air Force Basic Training.
.•

Rick Brandel (BA Communication, '79) was
recently promoted to assistant director of resi
dence life at Northern Arizona University.
Donald Bruce Andrua (BA. Political Science,
a Foreign Service officer. took up new duties
in July as the eonomic-commercial officer at the
American Consulate General in Calcutta.

'73).

Charyl A. Jeater (BA. Social Work. '82). who has
been licensed in the State of Idaho. is currently
employed by the Salvation Army at Booth Memor
ial Home for Unwed Mothers in Boise.
Jack Vernon (Management, '83) is currently
employed by Northwest Steel in Idaho Falls.
VIrginia Jonea Bope (MPA. Bus. Mgmt.. '80) is
working as an investigator with the 11-C Division
of U.S Dept. of Labor-OSHA in Columbus, Ohio.
Jamea D. Shew (Eiem. Ed., '77) is currently living
in Tempe. Ariz and doing volunteer work with
handicapped people while applying for a teaching

Bob Wright (BA. Marketing! has joined City
Realty specializing in commercial property invest·
ment counseling and as a real estate agent.
Dave Wood ('73) has been promoted to assistant
manager of the Idaho Falls office of First Security
Bank of Idaho.
Richard C. "Rick" Vycltal has been promoted to
investment officer for First Security Bank of Idaho.
Carol Haley has been appointed Mayor of Eagle
after the resignation of the former Eagle Mayor in
July. She will serve out his term until the
November elections and plans to run for the posi
tion in that election.

Bert

Sallbury (BA. Education. '77) will be the new
7th and 8th grade language arts and social studies
teacher in Idaho City. He will also teach P.E.,

Janie Mulder (BBA. Marketing. '79) has been
promoted to credit analyst for Idaho First National
Bank in the Idaho First Plaza Building, Boise.
Steve Muffley (BA, Political Science. '81) is work·
ing in Moscow for an independent agency. "Step
ping Stones," as an Intake Counselor. helping to
connect disabled people with transportation and
other services.
Chrfatlna Evenaon (BA/MA, Elem. Education)
has been hired as principal of Longfellow Elemen
tary School beginning the 1983-84 school year.

Bob Muffley is currently owner and manager of
Muffley Realty & Insurance. Inc. of Gooding. He
was recently elected to a two-year term as South
District Vice President of the Idaho Association of
Realtors.
David Eichmann has been appinted general
manager of the Mail Clinic, a direct mail advertis
ing and mailing services firm in Boise.
Rev. Lura J. Kldner-MieHn (BA) has assumed
her duties as associate pastor at Trinity United
Methodist in Idaho Falls.
Steve Rukavina has joined the priesthood after
graduating summa cum laude from Mt. Angel
Seminary College in St. Benedict. Ore. He received
his degree in auto mechanics from BSU.
Joe Clayton (BA, Art Education. '75) is currently
teaching at Middleton junior and senior high
schools He was recently selected to show his art
work at the Farmer's and Merchant's Bank in
Middleton.

speech and drama, and some coaching of sports.

Randy Hlklda has been transferred to the 12th
Avenue office of Idaho First National Bank in

Jean Hochatraaaer (BA. Education. '83) will be
the new 2nd and 3rd grade teacher in Idaho City.

Nampa. He had previously been assistant manager
at the Blackfoot office.

After teaching creative photography at BSU lor
the past two years, Norb J. DeKerchove, Jr. (BA.
Communication/English, '81) Is moving to Roches
ter. New York. to pursue a Master of Fine Arts
degree in Photography at Rochester Institute of
Technology.

Garry Bamea has been elected senior vice pres
ident, southern branch administrator of First Inter
state Bank of Idaho.

.•

job. He had been teaching for the past five years in
the Salt Lake City area.

Douglaa Ball has been promoted to sales man
ager at United Agencies, Inc. in Idaho Falls. Ball
holds a BBA in finance from BSU.

Arthur Colllna (MPA) has been hired as Kootenai
County senior planner.
Janet Cluer Hopklna (BBA. Gen. Business. '81)
to the Caldwell Social Security
Administration office as a claims representative

recently transferred

from the Boise office.

Jamea M. Lupher (BJC) is currently the director
of the Idaho State University Career Planning and·
Placement Service. He was recently elected to his
seventh term as president of the Idaho Career
Planning and Placement Directors Association.
Ron Gaatelecutto (PE/Social Studies) has
accepted a position at Payette High School as
assistant football coach. social studies teacher
and tennis team coach.

Thoroughbred Broncos
Crofts fans for all seasons
By Larry Burke
BSU News Services

"We plan our year around athletic events at BSU,"
they say.
Once they talked about some day retiring and

Once you walk into his dentist office, there is little

spending the winters in Arizona.

doubt. Orange and blue stripes in the carpet. Orange

"We thought about it

wallpaper, blue wallpaper, orange chairs, blue chairs.

here in utopia," Dave says.

athletes.

Dave and Jean say their love affair with the Bron

Yes, Dr. David Croft and his wife Jean, Caldwell,

cos is a lifelong commitment.

arc thoroughbred Broncos. You might even say they

"We will be there as long as we can get up and

arc outright fanatics.

down the stairs. And when we can't they'd better

"We've never been afraid to wear orange and blue

have a wheelchair ready," jokes Dave.

on our sleeves," laughs Dave.
"He's always been like this

...10

"I hope the epitaph on my tombstone reads 'He

fact, he's more

died happily in Bronco Stadium as the Broncos

crazy now than he was in college. Sometimes I'm

scored their 45th touchdown over Idaho," he laughs.

more fanatic than he is about football. Very early I

Would life go on without the Broncos?

founo out my husband was a sports fanatic. It was

"Barely," Dave replies.

better to join him than to fight him," adds Jean.

"There would be a large hole," adds Jean.

Like proverbial mailmen, neither rain nor hail nor

snow keep the Crofts away from Boise State. From

BSU ·book planned

spring football scrimmages to track meets to volley
ball matches to the "big game" with Idaho, the
Crofts and their family are there.
Dave says he hasn't missed a home game since he

bought season tickets a decade ago. Jean made the
mistake of catching a virus last fall and missed her

first games last fall. After a summer recovering from
serious grease burns, Jean made her Sept. 3 debut at
the Fullerton game.

"Short of the loss of a first child or wife, I'll always

be there for the home games," Dave jokes.

But being a Bronco for the Crofts means much

more than attending football games.They back all
phases of the athletic program and are involved in

other support groups at BSU. Dave has served as

alumni association president and is a member of the
BSU Foundation. He was chairman of last year's BAA

fund drive and has been on the Board of Directors
for several years. Jean has worked on many fund

drives and other projects.

The Crofts were instrumental in starting the
Canyon County booster group. Only a handful

turned out in the beginning.Now the noon football
luncheons average about 60 people.
They estimate they attend about 50-60 functions
at Boise State each year. That keeps the wheels spin
ning because they live about 30 miles from campus.

"Our car has 140,000 miles on it.. .I think about
100,000 of that came from trips to Boise," Jean
laughs.
Why do they do it?
"That school gave me my education... maybe it's

a way to give something back over the years," Dave
explains.

Jim Wozniak has worked for Mountain Bell for
the past ten years and is currently Western District
Operations Manager. He was recently named Bus
iness Associate of the Year by the Boise Centen
nial Charter Chapter of the American Business
Women's Association.
Steve Nk:hola (80) has been named general
manager of the Red lion-Downtowner.
Mike Hill (Bus. Administration) Is the new assis
tant manager of the Chubbuck office of Idaho
Bank

& Trust

A souvenir book Boise State Unill(?rSity: 1be First

David and Jean Croft In familiar surroundings

50 Years, a history of the University's growth and

progress, can be ordered through BSU Alumni Asso

"And we're included in a lot of functions. We get

ciation, 1910 University Drive, Boise, ID 83725.

to rub elbows with a lot of awfully fine people."

Alumni who place an order this fall are encour

"Once you get acquainted with the coaches and
athletes, it becomes more of a personal thing. You

aged to submit a wallet-sized portrait and biography

best you can," adds Jean.

plishments before and after graduation-facts about

to be included in the book at no cost.Biographies

really understand what they're going through and
their problems ... and you want to support them as

should not exceed 50 words and should list accom

family, career and life as a BSU student and alumni.

That family feeling is evident as they proudly pull

The book is a coffee-table-sized volume with a

out a thick scrapbook filled with clippings about

navy leather-like cover carrying the University seal in

BSU's national football championship in 1980.
"We've helped recruit several players ... we take a

great deal of interest in the kids and their accomp

Co.

Steve Botlmer (BA, Political Science) has joined
the Goodtng law firm of Severt Swenson, Jr. He is
a 1982 graduate of the U of I Law School.
Jacquelyn Montgomery has joined the Parma
School District as a second grade teacher.
Louann Krueger has been named new branch
manager of First Security Bank of Idaho at the
Glenwood and State office.

Rose Bowman (MPA) has been apointed by Gov.
John Evans as director of the Idaho Department of
Health and Welfare.
Bryan Potter (AS, Nursing, '83) is employed at
Minidoka Memorial Hospital as an AN, and puts
10
additional hours at the Burley Cere Center in
Burley. Bryan was the ftrst student with an overt
physical handicap to graduate from a school of
nursing in the state of Idaho. He was honored as
the Outstanding Handicapped Student for May by
the Boise City Mayor's Committee for Hiring the
Handicapped and Older Workers.
Ellen Eraklne (BA. Criminal Justice Administra
tion) is working as a patrol sergeant at Caldwell
Police Department

tax and handling. It will include photographs and
shaped the first 50 years of BSU history.

Even when they are miles away, they can't break

To order the book, list your name, address, city,

the Bronco habit.

state and zip code and enclose 128 per book. The

Three years ago, for example, Dave was attending

book also can be charged to Master Card or VISA.

a dental meeting in Seattle. As usual, he called Jean

For more information, contact the Alumni A."-.wcia
tion office at (208) 385-1959.

to find out the halftime score.He ended up listing to
the entire second half of the BSU-NAU football game
over the phone.

Custodian dies

BSU is a family affair for the Crofts. His mother
graduated in the same class with him in 1967, the

John P. Wilch, Sr., 63, died June 21 in a Boise hos

first year BSU granted bachelor's degrees.Jean

pital of natural causes.He was a custodian at Boise

received an associate degree in 1966 and a degree in

State University from 1976 to 1982, when he retired

nursing in 1982. Their oldest son Lee is a criminal

for medical reasons.

justice major.

Wilch was born and raised in Nebraska and joined

The Crofts are involved in other civic groups ...

the Air Force after high school, serving in Burma and

the Exchange Club, Idaho Dental Association, Ducks

India during WWII. In 1946, he moved to Caldwell,

Unlimited, to name a few.

MISCELLANEOUS

gold metalique.The price is 125, plus 13 for postage,
text detailing the events, people and places that

lishments," Dave explains.

working in the school systems in Caldwell and

But there is little doubt where the priority is.

Terry Fife (BA, Accounting, '83) has accepted a
position in Seattle, Wash., with the international
accounting firm of Peat, Marwick and Mitchell

..then realized we'd miss

basketball season. So we decided we should stay

And one room is a portrait gallery of Bronco

Notus, and then moved to Boise.

Jay Webb and Kathy Crow, June 11

WEDDINGS

Carol Mackland (Political Science, '81) has
completed her master's degree at Texas A & M.
Brenda Wl"lama (Pre-Med) has been accepted
In the University of Washington Medical School.

Jack Vernon and Katherine Gelle (Idaho Falls).
May 18
Tammy Hinck and W. Gale Waltman (Nampa),
July 2
Nk:ole Mk:hener and Craig Brown (Boise), June
25

Laura Jo Hibbs (BFA, Art, '80) has completed her
art teaching assistantship at Ohio University,
Athens, Ohio. She was awarded her MFA degree
In June with major emphasis in lithography. She
plans to have a showing of her work in Boise this
fall.
David Runner recently played an organ recital at
the First Presbyterian Church in Kingsport, Tenn.
for the Kingsport Fun Festival.
Melanie Yellen has been accepted as a student
at the Bntish-American Acting Academy In lon
don, England.
Joe D. Ballenger, Jr.(81) has been accepted to
the Marquette University Dental School.
Robert Armstrong Barraclough was honored
this spring by the University of West Virginia with a
membership in the Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society.
He is attending the U of WV to complete his doctor
ate in speech comunlcations. His name has been
subm•tted for the 1983 edition of Outstanding

Young Men of Amenca.

Lawrence Smith (1983) has been selected to
appear In Outstanding Young Men of America, an
annual biographical publication recognizing out
standing civic and professional contributions.
Smith graduated with honors and was the first
Boise State scholar to receive a Phi Kappa Phi Fel
lowship, awarded by the national honor society to
support the first year of graduate or professional
studies. He plans to enter law school at Duke Uni
versity this fall.
He also is listed in Who's Who

in American

Col

leges and Universities and was named BSU's Out
standing Senior English Major.

Fred Doubleday and Balbara Kent (Boise), June
24
Glade Wiliams and Cydney Perry (Boise), May
14
Daniel R. Huff and Debra Runyan (Caldwell),
May 9
Colaen Oureda and Patrick Sheehan (Sho
shone), July 2
Robert Huston, Jr. and Brenda Crosley (Eagle),
June 15
Steven Chivers and Debra Palmer (Boise), June
4
Douglas Olda and MelliN Pierce (Boise), June
11

Jamea Poulaen and Rebecca Jones (Pocatello),
July 30

Clifford Lough and Gwenna Walter (Boise), July
22
Steven Werre and Usa Kastle, July 30
Loria Tinker and Theodore Hoff, June 4
Uae Petei'Hfl and Douglaa Dunlap (Boise), June
18
Rodney Lowe and Diane Tharrington (Meridian),
July 15
Kevin Pratley and Merry

Reed (Boise), July 16

Matthew Compton and Diane Quong (Boise),
July 9
Chrtatopher WAiame and Erin Sullivan (Twin
Falls), July 16
Nlel Miller and Connie Cole (Boise), July 16
Brian Lamay and Colleen Bourhlll (Boise), July
16
Lori Strttzke and Ron Littman (Davenport, Iowa),
June 18
Janell Ahrens and David Rolle (Providence, R.I.),

Don Baldwin and Chrla Waters (Boise), May 2 8
Mark Remm and Patricia Bums (Boise), June 4
Doug Ralphs and Carisa Mueller (Boise), June
17

June
Sheryl 8os and Jeff Workman (Grangeville),
June 17
Rae Jean Thom� and Carlos Aquero (Las
Cruces). May 21

Nancy Rae Pearson and Gerald Manderville
(Memphis, Tenn.), May 13

Glenn Schumacher and Unda Uncoln (Boise),
June 25

Phyllis Farrow and F Andrew Barnes (Nampa),
May 14
Sandra Barham and Curtis Cooper (Duncan,
OK), July 1

Terry Roban and Donna Stewart (Denver), June
28
Barbara Flacher and Robert Littler (Boise), July
16

Paul Bedlgl and Gena Clevenger (Boise), May
28

Carol Schmidt and Rod Mitchell (Boise), June 4
Mary Angela CIIHord and Steven Entzminger
(Lewiston), June 11
Tammy Fackler and Terry MHchell, June 4
Janis Kuwahara and Kelly Sutton (Boise), May

Alan D. Nelson and Christine

L

Mackrlll (Boise),

May 28
William Kirtley, Jr. and Denlae McDowell (Star),
May 20
Janice VanCaateren and Timothy Hampton, April
23
Terry Holaday and Nancy Morris (Kuna), April 16
Terry Massoth and Christine Morgan (Salt Lake
City), April 30
James Barnes and Valli Roberta (Boise), May 14
Dale R Schmidt and Sheely s.ttler (Spokane),
May 28

28
Jank:e Royston and Richard Boyd (Boise),
March 19
David Cox and Mary Stevena (Anchorage,
Alaska), May 20
Pamela Mallard and Kenneth McClure (Boise),
June 11
nmothy Brannan and Denise Felton (Welser),
June 18

Bronco, Bengals game caps homecoming

Birds of prey ...
(Continued from page 1)

A November 5 football game between the Broncos
and the Idaho State University Bengals and a con

scientists.

cert/dance featuring the "father of rock 'n' roll,"

Researchers at the Center will serve as adjunct

Chuck Berry, will cap a week of activities for Boise

faculty, and BSU faculty will in turn assist the Center

State University's 1983 Homecoming.

in its research.

The events begin Monday, Oct. 31 with "Almost

Raptors are the top carnivores in the food chain,

Anything Goes," a group of crazy games sponsored

so their activities can be indicators of environmental
·

by BSU's residence halls, and a bonfire and street

problems, said Rychert.

dance in the stadium parking lot. Wednesday, Nov. 2,

TI1at means research on birds of prey can easily
branch into research on the ecosystem in general.

will be the traditional campus Greek intersquad

"Once we take that step, we're dealing with compu

football game, and the "All-American Talent Show,"
featuring students competing for prizes, will be held

ter modeling and other high technology research,"

Thursday, Nov. 3 at the Special Events Center.

he explained.

A banquet to induct new members into the

Burnham added that the center will attract many

Athletic Hall of Fame will be held Friday, Nov. 4, as

foretgn researchers and students who will come to

will another student dance. A homecoming parade

study The Peregrine Fund's breeding techniques.

will wind through the streets of downtown Boise,

"We hope to use the methods that have been suc

beginning at 10 a.m. Saturday, Nov. 5. The "world's

cessful with the peregrine to preserve other species,

largest tailgate party," sponsored by the BSU Alumni

such as the Philippine eagle and Mauritius kestral."

Association, is set for before the homecoming game

Scientists representing The Peregrine Fund are

Nov. 5 in the east end of Julia Davis Park. The game

presently involved in work in Central America, South

begins at 1 :30 p.m. The Berry concert/ dance will be

America, Iceland, Africa, and the Philippines.

at 8:30p.m. Saturday, Nov. 5 in the Pavilion. Ticket

The Fund is moving its Ft. Collins facility because

prices will be lowered for students and alumni.

of construction on a new freeway interchange. The

The College of Business will hold its Alumni Day

organization will continue its operations at the Uni

in conjunction with homecoming. William Douce,

versity of California-Santa Cruz and Cornell Univer

chairman of the board and chief executive officer of

sity in Ithaca, N.Y.

Phillips Petroleum Company, will be on campus as

The Peregrine Fund selected Boise for its world

part of the college's distinguished speaker series on

center for several reasons, Burnham said.
The affiliation with Boise State and its biology

Chuck Berry is a Homecoming feature.

facilities, proximity to the Birds of Prey Area, and the

One of the key steps in their decision-making
came last June when the BSU Foundation and biol
ogy department arranged for The Peregrine Fund
board of directors to meet in Boise.
The Idaho location was chosen over other sites
examined in New York, Georgia, Texas, California,
1

Oregon, Colorado, Wyoming, and Montana.

Play the stock market game at BSU
For the first time this fall, members of the public

of the game, an overview of the U.S. stock market,

may join Idaho students playing the Stock Market
Game sponsored by the Idaho Council on Economic

and discussion of stock exchange procedures and

The State Board of Education will ask the 1984

motivational device for teaching students and others

have 10 weeks to build a portfolio, working with a

to:

computer hookup at Boise State which produces

-Read the financial pages of the newspaper,

weekly reports of their gains and losses.

-Relate interest rates, and stock and bond prices

legislature for S88.8 million from the state's general

Orientation sessions for teachers of students and
others who will play the educational game this fall

year.

are scheduled in several Idaho cities during

to current economic events such as inflation, trade
and employment,
-Analyze financial statements, sources and uses
of capital, and forms of business organization, and

September.

10-11, is a 21.7 percent increase over this year's
estimated expenditures. Included in that amount is a

Center for Economic Education at BSU, the game is a

market. Players start out with $100,000 on paper and

fund to support colleges and universities next fiscal
The request, approved at the Board's meeting Aug.

terminology, as well as personal investing.
According to Dr. Gerald Draayer, director for the

Education.
The game teaches understanding of the U.S.

Board seeks more $

Times, locations and costs of all homecoming
events will be announced in September.

favorable reception of city, state, and federal officials
were all important factors, he said.

Thursday, Nov. 3.

Dates and locations for the orientation meetings
are: Sept. 13, Lewiston, Lewis & Clark State College;

S5.9 million request to upgrade faculty salaries in the

Sept. 14, Coeur d'Alene, Best Western North Shore;

state.

Sept. 20, Twin Falls, Holiday Inn; Sept. 21, Idaho

-Recognize the U.S. stock market as an example
of supply and demand and competition.
Individuals or teams of 4-5 persons playing the
game will be charged S25 for materials, $20 of which

Falls, Westbank; Sept. 22, Pocatello, Quality Royale;

is a tax deductible contribution to ICEE, Draayer

pool for "shifts to high technology" at state institu

Sept. 27, Nampa, Thoroughbred Restaurant; Sept. 28,

said.

tions. Before next spring the Board will adopt guide

Boise, Old World Catering.

Also included in the total request is a S 1 million

on applications from the institutions.

READING EDUCATION CENTER
William Kirtland in September presented a back
to-school reading workshop to the Hailey Inde
pendent School District's junior and senior high
school teachers, and to Lake Hazel elementary
school teachers in the Meridian School District

include a discussion of the objectives and mechanics

Bonnie J. Sumter served as a judge lor the Uni

Dr. C. Griffith Bratt's original organ composition
"Double Partite on Picardy'' was performed lor the
first time at the Idaho Music Teachers Association
annual convention Aug. 12 at Rick's College in
Rexburg.

STUDENT SPECIAL SERVICES
Margarita Mendoza de Sugiyama, administrative
assistant lor Boise State University Student Special
Services, Is president-elect of the Northwest Col
lege Personnel Association.

Carol Seddon will conduct a medical terminol
ogy seminar from 7 to 10 p.m. Thursday, Oct 13 at

Bill JenHn has been elected president of the
Mountain Plains Adult Education Association lor

the Rodeway Inn. The seminar will cover medical
word parts. pathology, abbreviations, clinical
studies and anatomy and pathology.

Dr. Donald V. Healas has been appointed by the
editor and publisher of School Shop magazine to
a lour-year term on the publicatton·s advisory
board.

MUSIC

The premiere performance was played by Delo
ris Waller on the college's new pipe organ.
ARTS AND SCIENCES
Dr. William Keppler was featured in the July 3
Distinguished Citi
zen" column. He was cited there lor his work with
the Boy Scouts of America, lor which he has

Idaho Statesman "Portrait of a

CONTINUING EDUCATION

VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL SCHOOL

Migrant Education Conference in Portland, Ore.

tecnnlcal and nealth occupations students.
Sumter judged the technical job skills contest,
one of 38 categories.

MEDICAL RECORDS

annual meeting at BSU and the Red Lion River
side, Boise, March 25-28.

tion, 1910 University Drive, Boise 83725, 385-1193.

April 2-5.

social studies in the multicultural and value
diverse society.

1983-84. The association, which includes
members from Idaho, Utah, Nevada, Arizona, New
Mexico, Colorado and Wyoming, has scheduled its

Game, contact the BSU Center for Economic Educa

ted States Skill Olympics June 28-July 1 in Louis
ville, Ky. The annual competition is sponsored by
the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America, the
nation's largest organization lor trade, industrial,

TEACHER EDUCATION
John Hoge and Thel Pearson will present a ses
sion at the National Council lor the Social Studies
annual meeting In San Francisco on Nov. 23. Their
session addresses the problems of training paro
chial, monocultural, conservative and lundamental
istic teachers to meet the demands of teaching

For further information about the Stock Market

The workshops, which all begin at 7 p.m., will

lines for use of the S 1 million and allocate it based

BIUNGUAL EDUCATION
Dr. Jay Fuhriman presented a bilingual
approach to education workshop "When They
Don't Speak English, How Do You Teach Them?"
to the National School Boards Association in San
Francisco April 22-26.
He also presented a workshop on the BSU high
school equivalency program, which he directs and
which is one of only 19 in the U.S., at the National

received the organization's highest award lor
volunteer service, The Silver Beaver.
Keppler is a member of the BSA executive
committee, has worked with the National Merit
Badge Committee and is a member of the Ore
Ida Council. He has been a troop committee
chairman lor six years.
The Statesman column also cited Keppler's
work as chairman of a state advisory committee on
genetics, and as the Idaho civilian aide to the

BSUAOP
Maudle Garretson, BSU Association of Office
Personnel past-president, was the organization's
delegate to the advisory council at the 49th annual
meeting of the National Association of Office
Personnel.
Mary Lou Crane, Mary Cozine, Mlldren Edquist
and Jackie Fuller also attended the meeting, held
at the University of Illinois In Champaign July 2431. Edquist and Fuller were awarded professional
standards program certificates at the meeting. The
award is based on education, service and
experience.
POLITICAL SCIENCE

Dr. Gregory A. Raymond participated in a
seminar on German foreign policy at the Euro
paische Akademie in West Bertin during June. In
July, he presented a paper titled "International
Alliance Norms: Empirical Patterns and Theoreti
cal Implications" at Oxford University, England. His
article "Civil War and Great Power Intervention"
has been accepted for publication in the fall issue
of Korea and World Affairs.
MATHEMATICS

He also delivered the keynote address "Mega

Dr. Alan R. Hausrath received a $10,000 grant
from the National Science Foundation to head a
team of lour U.S. mathematicians lecturing on ap
plied mathematics at a summer conference in Cali,
Columbia.

trends and Beyond" to the National Association of
Meal Programs In Portland, Ore. May 22.

This is the third year Hausrath has attended the
annual Columbian Mathematical Society seminar.

Secretary of the Army. Keppler represented the
Secretary of the Army at a briefing on the Pershing
II mlslle project at White Sands Missile Range,
N.M., May 24.
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resenting the Four Star Film Series, picked and projected by
the BSU Student Programs Board's Film Committee.
The SPB 1983-84 Four Star Film Series will screen Academy and
Cannes award-winning foreign, classic, documentary and
contemporary movies to sate the tastes ofBSU and community
cinema lovers.
Feature films and double bills will show weekly in theBSU SUB Ada Lounge at 7
p.m. on Friday and Sunday evenings.
Monthly festivals highlighting a particular theme will run Friday, Saturday and
Sunday evenings in Room 112 ofBSU's Education building with each show
beginning at 7 p.m.
Ticket prices per evening are $1 with 10 for students, faculty, BSU staff and
seniors and $2.50 for the general public. Most Saturday showings are free as is our
Halloween thriller "Panique".
Ticket booklets good for ten money saving film filled evenings of any showing in
either the fall or spring semester will be available for only $7 with ID for students,
faculty, BSU staff and seniors and $17 for the general public. To top off the deal
each ticket booklet stubb is good for a free bag of popcorn the night of the show.
Ticket booklets will be sold in advance at the SUB U nion Station or at the ticket
table at the show.
For those without ticket booklets (or for the truly hungry) jumbo bags of fresh hot
popcorn will be sold for just $.50.
The Four Star Film Series will enlighten and entertain--read and pin up this
poster pullout tonight. Try something new, try something fun--come to a Four Star
Film Series show this weekend--the picture's good, popcorn's tasty and the price is
always right.

Tickets:
$1*
Students, faculty,
BSU staff and seniors
(with ID)
$2.50*
General Public
Showtime:
7 p.m.
Location:
Feature & Double Bills:
SUB Ada lounge
Film Festivals:
BSU Education Building
Room 112
*See back p age for money
saving Ticket Booklet offer

1983-84 Films Committee
385-1223
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Student Programs Board
Do you want to help bring entertainment to Boise State? If so, the Student
Programs Board (SPB) wants you! The SPB picks and promotes films, lecturers,
musical and special events that will entertain, enlighten and inspire the students
of BSU. Students run the SPB filling both �dministrative and committee positions
on its four programming committees:
Thefilm committee picks and projects the Four Sur Film Series which includes
classic, comedy, foreign, pop and avante garde films, and a festival each month
highlighting a particular theme_
The lecture committee selects a variety of local and national lecturers. The
lectures bring to the campus community an assortment of timely and controversial
news and views.
The special events/fine arts committee develops a fine arts series as well as a
variety of special events including Homecoming and Spring Fling.
The concerts committee is charged with presenting small and mid-range musical
presentations of local and regional entertainers.
All in all, the SPB is students working for students. If you want to be involved,
call 385-3654, or 385-1223, or stop by the SPB office on the second floor of the
Student Union.
Current SPB activities scheduled for the fall include:
Sept. 16- Dec. 11 Four Star Film Series
(see inside for dates and fJ.Jms.)
September 20
Buddy Rich and the Buddy Rich Band, 8 p.m. SUB Ballroom
Se�ember 28
Dr. Timothy Leary. 8 p.m., SUB Ballroom
Octoi>er 6
Charlie Maguire, Coffee House, 8-10 p.m SUB Lookout
October 9
Robin Flower concert, 8 p.m., SUB Ballroom
October 17- 22
Russian Awareness Week - All day in SUB Ballroom
Oct. 30 - Nov. 4
Homecoming, mcluding the all-campus Talent Show
November 7 - 8
Phildelphia String Quartet, 8 p.m., SPEC

Following in the foot steps of the Fall Series, the Spnng Four Star Film Series
will strive to again bring you the finest in movie viewmg at the same low prices.
The Spring series to date include1984 and Beyond Film Festival
January 27
Metropolis (German) &Just Imagine (Brit. sci-fi_ musical set in
1980)
Things to Come (Brit. film of H.G. Wells novel) & 1984 (Brit.
January 28
fJ.Jm of Orwell's novel)
THX 1138 (Robert Duvall stars in George Lucas' first film) &
January 29
Dark Star (Sci-fi satire; 1st film by, Halloween, Carpenter)
Feb. 3 &5
Feb. 10 &12
February 17
February 18

February 19
Feb. 24 &26
March 2 &4
March 9 &11
March 16
March 17
March 18

Free Night: Yokuku (Mishima directs and stars) &La Grande
Illusion (Renoir classic of WWI)
Black and White in Color (Ivory Coast; Oscar, 1976)
Black Film Festival
Putney Swope (Satire)
FreeN ight: ''I Have a Dream'': The Life of Martin Luther King
(Documentary) &A Well Spent Life (Documentary of Texas
sharecropper and poet)
Chisholm: Pursuing the Dream (Documentary) &Right On!
(Documentary of Black Power movement)
Middle of the World (Swiss love story)
The Harder They Come (Reggae classic)
Joe Hill (Wobbly martyr's trial and execution to Salt Lake)
Women's Film Festi11al
Best of theNew York Women's Film festival (8 films)
FreeNight: The Stronger &Babes and Banners &Rosie the
Riveter &The Willmar 8 &Killing Us Softly
Annapurna: A W.oman's Place (Scaling of Himalayan peak) &
Soldier Girls (serio-comic look at Pt. Benjamin)

Films will again start each night at 7 p.m. with ticket prices per evening $1 with
10 for students, faculty, BSU staff and seniors and $2.50 for the general public
w1th festivals shown in Education building room 112 and all other films screened
in the SUB Ada lounge. Ticket Booklets purchased in the fall can of course be used
for spring shows.
--

Movies, movies, movies. We got
the movies--you get the discount.
Four Star Film Series Ticket
Booklets can get great movies, free
popcorn and save you big money.
Ticket Booklets cost just seven
bucks for ID packing students,
faculty, BSU staff and seniors.
Each $7 booklet's got ten tickets
good in the fall or spring for ten
film filled evenings. Go to the
show, give your Ticket Booklet
ticket stub to the popcorn vendors
and they'11 hand you a brimming
bag of fresh hot popcorn. The
general public gets the same
money saving deal for just $17.
Ten Tickets, ten bags of popcorn
and the best films in town--we're
sure the Four Star Filn1 Series
Ticket Booklet is a bet you won't
want to mtss.
Buy your Four Star Film Series
Ticket Booklet at the SUB Union
Station today or at the ticket table
at our next Four Star Film Series
show.
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Summer summary
From computers to Indian culture
Computers force
curriculum choices

Summertime at BSU, and the living
was not easy, but eclectic.
About 450 teachers and elemen
tary and secondary school students

Education professor Wenden Waite

were here studying several areas of
computer science; a prominent visit

also spent a great deal of his summer
teaching others about computers.

ing educator told his graduate core

His schedule included teaching sixteen

curriculum audience that U.S.

special education instructors, supervising

schools, far from being on the rocks,

two computer literacy courses for ele

are extremely stable; drum majors

mentary and secondary school teachers,

and color guard leaders and their

and working with 130 youngsters
enrolled in a two-week introduction to

directors from nine western states

computers class for third to sixth graders.

practiced and paraded their way

Teachers have to think what they are

through the fifteenth marching band

going to do with these tools, and make

workshop here, and other teachers

some very serious decisions about how

learned how to put the performing

they are going to fit computers into their

arts into music instruction, and how
to promote language arts while study

curriculum, Waite said.

ing Indian culture.

mathematics curriculum," he said.

"A good example is to look at the
According to research, average U.S. pub
lic school students have studied long div
ision for two years by the time they
reach ninth grade and can work problems

Computer collegians and Instructor Dewey Dykstra

'Computer college' attracts
Norman
Bernier

Two College of Arts and Sciences
teachers, Gary Mercer, chemistry, and
Dewey Dykstra, physics, opened a
"computer college" here this
summer.
About 280 children and youths
enrolled in computer languages classes in
BASIC, LOGO, Pascal, Assembler and
Interfacing, and interested families
attended a computer get-acquainted
course. Equipment for the classes was

Best U. S. defense
is education

obtained with the help of the BSU Data
Center.
The project was motivated by two
wishes, Mercer and Dykstra said: the

280

kids

what different things do I have to do to
get there,"' Dykstra said.
"We've found out that LOGO and Pas
cal are better languages to start with
when you're teaching kids who are going
to work with computers in the future."
"We're getting a lot of students who
have already been enrolled in gifted and
talented programs, and they've already
learned some language, usually BASIC,"
he said.

in about 11/z minutes with only about 75
percent accuracy.
"Might it not be better to give them 15
minutes of instruction on computers and
show them how to do the problems in a
much shorter time with 99 percent accu
racy?" he asked.
Teachers of handicapped students find
there is real promise for using computer5
both for their students and for their own
planning and record-keeping, Waite said.
Special education instructors are
required by the state to plan objectives
and activities individually for handi
capped students and to keep track of

Fees for the youthful data processors

how well those objectives are met. The

and their families were S50 and up for

computer handles that kind of data very

the two-week sessions, depending on

well, Waite said.

desire to help train youngsters in the new

which language was studied.

into building missiles, the best defense

technology and the need to raise money
for equipment for the College of Arts and

The project brought in about 120,000,
enough to purchase the equipment being

sions have to be made," Waite said. "If
teachers spend time teaching with com

for America is education," a prominent

Sciences computer-assisted instructional

used and to pay salaries and expenses.

puters, what are we going to give up?"

visiting educator told teachers attending

center.

BSU summer school graduate core curric
ulum classes.

way to get it, that there just wasn't the

"While some are willing to put money

Dr. Norman Bernier, professor of Edu
cational Foundations at Ohio's Kent State
University and an authority on urban and
multicultural education, spoke about the
recent controversial report of the Presi
dent's Commission on Excellence in
Education.
"School is one of the very stable insti·
tutions in society," he said.
"What will be basic in the year 2000
will be computer education, career edu

"We realized that there was no other
money unless we figured out a way our
selves," Mercer said.
"We tried to show that the computer is
not something that just exists in the
corner," Mercer said. "A language can be
used to make the computer a tool to
think with. It has to have two features,
convenience and power."
A lot of people signed up their young
sters for BASIC, a computer language

cation, choosing a vocation. To meet

designed in the late 1950s to get people

those needs, the public schools must be

quickly into programming, because they

strong, vibrant and effective.
"The nation should have as its center a
public school system that is respected
and honored.
"The biggest criticism I have for educa
tors in this generation is that they have
not assumed the leadership that they
should have. The National Education
Association and the American Federation
of Teachers should start dealing with pol
icy, not just budget issues, and cooperate
in a pro-public school coalition," he said.

Music helps build
self-confidence
Teaching music for children using the
performing arts was the subject of the
14th annual Music Education workshop
at BSU in August.
Led by Donna Otto, a specialist in the
Orff-Schulwerk method of teaching music
to young students, 46 Northwest teachen
learned how dance, drama, mime and
pitch and percussion instruments like
zyiophones and chimes can be used in
classrooms.
"This is one of the areas that builds
personal self-confidence and a sense of
belonging for every child," Otto said.
The Orff-Schulwerk technique helps
eliminate self-consciousness and makes
children feel that they each have some
thing musical to offer, she said.

"AU of this is very exciting, but deci

didn't know what the other languages
were, Mercer said.
"LOGO encourages good programming
habits such as sitting down and thinking
through a problem, and all of the compu
ter languages do that to some degree.
The benefit of LOGO and Pascal is that
you can say, 'What's the overall goal-

Library acquires
Canadian slides
"Canada's Visual History," a six volume
slide collection, has been donated to the

.

.
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Yaqui Indian masks visit language arts class

Yaqui arts enhance language arts
"You can't have language arts unless

and history to about 12,000 students

you have something to have it about," Dr.

from kindergarten through 8th grade.

William Kirtland told teachers studying

She had brought many Yaqui artifacts

Yaqui Indian culture in a reading work

with her-buffalo robes, masks, cos

shop at BSU this summer.
Kirtland, director of the Reading Edu

tumes, baskets, cradle boards, musical

office of the Canadian Consultate General
in Seattle.

cation Center here, and his sister Lois

papaya cactus, and belts made from pigs'
hooves.

Boise State University Library by the

According to BSU assistant librarian
Carole Clemens, the 1,850-slide series,
valued at about S 1560, covers all aspects
of Canadian history, including Canadian
social and economic development.
The visual series was produced by the

Lovett, an Indian culture specialist, intro
duced participants to the 35,000-member

could be used in their own classroms,
o

songs, dances, cooking and other social
customs. This method illustrates how

learning to weave baskets, make sand

teachers can interest students in reading,

musical bull roar.

writing and other language arts activities

Board of Canada, the National Museum of

by studying societies other than their

canada.
In addition to treating canada's major
historic events, slide units also include
such topics as immigration patterns,
Indian trails, lumbering in the Ottawa
Valley and poverty in Quebec. Each 30slide unit is accompanied by both English
and French scripts.

Students worked on projects which

Southwest Indian tribe by demonstrating

combined efforts of the National Film
Man and the National Museums of

instruments, hair brushes made from

own, they said.
A strong culture unit will lead students
to reading, conversing with each other,
spelling, writing and studying history,
Kirtland explained.
Lovett is the culture concepts devel

paintings and rag dolls and to play the
Kirtland and Lovett cooked Yaqui
meals during the mornings and served
them for lunch, then gave recipes for the
rich meat soup Waki Baki, corn tortillas
and homemade cracker-jacks to the
teachers to try out in their own
classrooms.
Kirtland demonstrated a reading and

oper for the federally funded Title IV

writing activity possible with the study of

Indian program In Tempe, Ariz. public

any culture by writing his own story of

schools where she teaches Indian culture

visiting a Yaqui family.
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High Tech
Bringing industry to Boise
A conference at Boise State University this
summer, on Education for Technological Devel
opment, kicked off the University's efforts to
bring high technology to campus and to the

Engstrom kept coming back to. "In

Treasure Valley.

choosing an industrial site location,

On the following two pages are stories about

it's not like you can add up a column

the conference's recommendations and Its key

of figures and say, 'this is the place.' A

note speakers, about the University's role in

lot of it is emotional; a lot of it is

attracting new Industry to the area, about Univer

personal.''

sity task forces created to map its path into high

In the last few years, several high

technology.

technology industries have located in
the Treasure Valley and in southern

By Carolyn Beaver
BSU News Services

Idaho: Hewlett-Packard and Micron
Technology in Boise, Innovative

High technology industries are pav

Concepts (an electronic components

ing the way to the future, and Boise

firm) in Idaho Falls, a new communi

State University can play a key part in

cations firm in Twin Falls, AMI in

hc:lping thosr: companies find their

Pocatello.

way to the Treasure Valley.

However, new industries are not

"BSL' does have a role to play in

knocking down Idaho's doors. While

the economic development of the
region of the state we serve," said Or.
Richard Bullington, executive vice
president.
The t·niversity works with the
state Division of Economic and
Community Affairs and the Boise
Chamber of Commerce, making "an
effort, based on the resources we
currently have or will be obtaining,
to be responsive to industry in terms
of research and development and
training.
"One of the things they'll look at is
what are the technological resources
at the l'niversity. what is the range of
expertise in the faculty." To that end,
BSV muM offer rek'vant courses,
taught by faculty who have the most
curn:nt information available, using
state of the art equipment, Bullington
explained.
By purchasing "basic, analytic, state
of the art equipment, I sec us moving
into a position of being genuinely
able to a'>sist industry." Bullington
said the University's equipment
request for fiscal year 1985 totals
S 1.3 million.

Equipment acquisitions enhance
the quality of education, "and at the
same time increase the potential to
serve industries."
BSU has made great strides, he
said, in the area of computers. The
number of microcomputers for stu
dent use has more than doubled
since last spring. On the fourth floor
of the Education-Science Building
will be a Microcomputer Center,
available to all students, with addi
tional terminals on line with the Uni
versity's two main computers.
To better prepare students to
enter the high technology work
force-really just to prepare them to
cope with modern society- "every
student, regardless of his or her
major, should graduate with some
level of computer literacy." A task
force now is developing require

Engstrom said he's had inquiries from
industry. "That means the center
could support, coordinate and focus

array of partnership arrangements."
Boise State is making part of that

all of the colleges' efforts in techni

effort. Bullington said a director for

cally oriented programs.

the BSU Center for Technology

"It would be a two-way street. The
colleges would support the efforts of

should be chosen this year.
"We hope to move into something

the center," and the center "would

two years from now . . . It's going to

have a very close working relation

happen fast. If we can't respond

ship with business and industry as far

rapidly," he said, "we'll be mumbling

as research and development as well

to each other, 'what happened?'"
Higher education is an important

as training needs."
Other universities have taken this
tack: the University of Utah, Stanford,
MIT, a S I5 million Engineer Center

factor in attracting new industry, but
there are others. "Any technological
industry that is looking at southwest

of Excellence at Arizona State t.:ni

Idaho for a possible place to locate,"

versity. Idaho State University in

Bullington said, "will consider the

Pocatello has formed a series of

quality of the work force, the power

committees to investigate the possi

available (and its cost), the tax

bilities of building a facility to attract
research-oriented industry to the

structure."
Jay Engstrom, an economic devel

school and area.
Washington State University in Pull

opment specialist in industrial and
business recruitment with the state

man has been active in promoting its

Division of Economic and Commu

Research and Technology Park. WSU

nity Affairs, echoed Bullington's

Vice President G.A. Hartford Jr. has

assertion.

written letters describing the park to

"High technology industries don't

industries all over the Northwest,

really need any resources except

including Boise, urging them to con

human resources, and perhaps power

sider locating at the park.
While Bullington applauded WSU's
efforts, he said in a letter to state leg
islators, "it appears that time is
rapidly running out for Idaho, and
unless there is an immediate and
dramatic tur':laround, technologically
oriented industry will pass by Idaho."
"Furthermore," he continued, "it is
my judgment if industry discovers
significant effort is being made by the
State to upgrade its universities'
capabilities in technological research,
development, and training, the pri
vate sector will be motivated to assist
financially the institutions of higher
learning and become involved in an

supplies," he said. Labor wages rank
about in the middle of national aver
ages, the power supply is stable and
the rates are competitive, but more
important, "the work ethic in Idaho
is very strong. Workers are able to
learn very rapidly. It's a very produc
tive labor force."
A national study supports his view.
Yearly, the Alexander Grant Co., a
national accounting firm, publishes
the General Manufacturing Business
Climate of the States. It ranks Idaho
II th this year, and second in compar
ison to the II western states, Eng
strom said.
"Quality of life" was the phrase

an electronics company, a food pro
cessing firm, a pre-fabricated housing
concern and other, small manufac
turers, nothing has come to fruition.
"If you look at how many compan

ies we have assisted and how many
have located in Idaho, you'd have to
say we didn't do our job right-but
it's not that at all."
Engstron said the "economy being
on a do�nturn is really hurting us."
Companies don't have the money to
expand or start up right now. Also,
"we've never had the budget to go
out and advertise Idaho as an indus
trial location. We have less money
than any state around, and that really
hurts us."
He was enthusiastic about the pos
sibility of a Center for Technology at
BSU. "It's important to get that link
age between higher education and
the private sector.
"We're starting to get a high tech
nology community developed," he
said, and a major force in its con
tinued development will be the
cooperative efforts between the pri
vate and public sectors, particuarly
between industry and higher
education.
Bullington stressed that it's not
only BStJ's potential technological
advances that will attract industry.
New business is drawn by the
strength of the whole institution.
"When we're looking to see what
we can do as far as a technological
thrust, it does not mean all of a sud
den we would deemphasize the
humanities, the social sciences, the
arts or the performing arts.
"We don't see ourslves as the Boise
Institute of Technology. The Univer
sity rests on the good, strong liberal
arts base.''

Task forces steer high tech future

ments.
Faculty members must become

nology, and to use new educational

recommendations by Thanksgiving,

taking place at Boise State University,

technologies to extend BSU's

said Bullington. Then, BSU will begin

program.

to implement the new plan.

There is plenty of high tech talk

aware of the latest advances "because

and when all is said and done the

technology is changing so rapidly."

school hopes to be in a better posi

Last year, a series of lectures. video

tion to serve students and industry.

tapes and hands-on sessions were

The blueprint for BSU's future in

held to inform faculty about micro

high technology is being drawn by

computers. In the future. "some of

four task forces which began meeting

the upgrading will be through other

last month. Coordinated by a steering

universities, through sabbaticals or

committee chaired by executive

mini-sabbaticals."

vice-president Richard Bullington,
the task forces are working in four

Another option in attracting high
the quality of education is a BStJ t-en

areas:
-Technology and education, tc

ter for Technology, now being

explore the formulation of limited

explored by a task force. Bullington

partnerships with industry for

technology industry and improving

-Campus Technological and
Computer Literacy, to direct BSU's
efforts to ensure every student,
faculty and staff member competency
in computers and other technologi
cal developments.
-Computer Graphics, to design
and implement a program in this
field, an area where few universities
have specialized.
-Center for Technology, to design
and plan DSU's high technology pro

Additional programs must make
their way through university and
State Board of Education curriculum
committees. Funds for the plan will
come from a variety of sources. Some
money, such as the funds to build the
proposed Center for Technology,
could come from federal grants.
Other donations will be sought from
private businesses that will establish
partnerships with BSU to share
equipment and personnd. And BSU
will apply for the S 1 million that the

said he envisions a small center,

research and development, to posi

grams and the physical facilities and

State Board of Education hopes to

independent of, but working with,

tion BSU to respond to local requests

equipment required

receive from the legislature to assist

each college or school on campus,

for training and consulting in tech-

the administration, and business and

The task forces will produce their

high technology programs.
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Higtl Tech
Conference makes recommendations
Panelists responding to the key

note address at the recent BSU con

ference on Education for Technolog

ical Development voiced ideas for

Idaho. We should try to help encour
ragc their access to education. It will
all be worth it if one person doesn't

have to leave Idaho to pursue a field,"

teaching technological literacy,

Parkinson said.

tion in Idaho, forming a better part

ment where more high school stu

businesses and industries, and devel

stressing his company's requirement

encouraging access to higher educa

nership between education and area

opment of a BSU center for
technology.

Dr.Bruce Merrifield, assistant

secretary for productivity, technology
and innovation of the U.S.Depart

ment of Commerce, delivered the
opening address.

Panelists responding were:
• Lee Knack, vice president of

industrial relations, Morrison Knud

sen Co., Inc.

"Industry needs involvement with

education in overcoming our illiter

acy on all levels. We have no choice

hut to become invol\'t:d in tcchnol
OJ.ry, no other way to survive," Knack
said.

"We need to teach technological

literacy. By doing this we must rec

ognize that we have to become liter

ate, and we must consider ourselves
not multi-national, hut

multi-technical."

• Ward Parkmson, chairman of the

board, Micron Technology

"We applaud students who are

from Idaho. and would like to stay in

"We need to create an environ

dents are encouraged," he said,

for excellent grade point averages

from prospective employees.

Micron looks forward to expand

ing local technological education

opportunities in a partnership arrange
ment with the schools, he said.

\

lum, using such technology as com

funding, public and private commu

our personnel. Instructors have to

of the university's technological edu

and science.We have to revitalize

get out into the occupations. We

need to make programs more access
ible and more flexible.The two

semester system isn't going to do it,"

he said.
e Dr . John H.Keiser, BSU
president

"One of the major opportunities

for technology is in education.The

problem is how do we set priorities,
and how do they relate to BSU,"

education

Keiser said.
He introduced to the conference
the idea of a proposed BSU center for

partnership between education and

technological equipment such as

• Dr. Larry Selland, administrator

for State of Idaho vocational

"What we need is a more formal

business and industry, a mutually

computers must be budgeted as a

program, borrowing of unavailable

Keiser also listed the need to

tition with the University of Idaho
ment of a better understanding of

all he positive forces for develop

cational technology.

university should call on business and

credit for training at companies' facil

pondered issues raised at morning

customized programs for new indus
facilities here, and provision for

ities, he said.

"There arc some valid reasons why

business and industry doubt us," Sel

land said.

"We need to up-date our curricu-

personnel to

team more about edu

Nine afternoon discussion groups

presentations.

Among the topics discussed by the

committees were future trends for

educational programs in southwest
Idaho, BSU programs, resource

advanced technology and an entre
nobody else docs. We just need to

remove barriers, provide incentives

and then stand back and \\watch out,"

said Merrifield.

Boise is in a good position to take

advantage of the coming technologi

cal age because it is not encumbered
hy declining industries and a work

force that

will need to be re-trained.

"You are in a good position to

focu on emerging industries," he
said.

The key to attracting high tech

industry is to "target the process of

Chinese curse 'May you live in inter

The world is undergoing a trans

Bruce Merrifield

important roles by establishing

research parks which lease space and
equipment to industry at low costs,

he added.

this new age, claims Merrifield, if

due for change because of new

anti-trust laws are rcvisd to allow

companies to collude at least in

research and development.

"Anti-trust has caused us to be

industries have kept America's gross
national product up at a time when

anti-competithe.As that is changed,

panies in steel, aluminum, and

is that countries like Japan, and now

we will regain our competitiveness."
The problem, as Merrifield sees it,

The educational process itself is

technology

The combination of videotape and

computer terminals could be the

"bigg<.'St d<."Vclopment since the print
ing press" because that will allow

students to view at home, yet still

interact with their instructors and
classmates. Despite his enthusiastic

many in Europe, have specialized in

belief in high technology, Merrifield

to concentrate their research and

core of education. he said, should

certain industries, which allows them

remains traditional in one sense.The

development efforts to produce prod

remain In the liberal arts.

quality of life is unparalleled, but not

America.

science and math to not be intimi

There will he more jobs than people

market where not all play by the

But a broad liberal arts education is

ucts that are cheaper than those from
"We can't compete in a world

same rules. America has the most

port in return.
The university should make an all

out effort to keep trained people in

Idaho, the committees agreed.

at high t�chnology
The dawning age of high technol

ogy holds great promise, but society

shouldn't neglect emphasis on

"human skills," said former Boi..ean

Peter Johnson, now administrator for

the Bonneville Power Administration.

He spoke at a luncheon break during
BSU's conference on technology in

July

"High tech is sweeping across this

country with the speed of a

flash

flood. I am one who throws up the

amber flag ...I fear an overempha

our technology, but only as part of a

tant," Mcrrifiei<.l explained.

America can he the world leader in

from the university should offer sup

ness and the industries arc soon to
l'niversities are often playing

an optimistic scenario for the future.

that those companies receiving help

innovation." said Merrifield.Provide a

follow, he explained.

esting times,"' he said as he outlined

industry for technical expertise, and

sis," he said.

climate for creativity and inventive

"We arc blt."SScd with the ancient

Those participating felt that the

Amber flag waved
penureal culture that takes risks

defects are prevented.

... it is the skill match that is impor-

loans to corporations and reciprocal

try, assistance for industry trainers,

moved by electronics, and genetic

without the problem of obsolesence.

internships, regional cooperation

ment, the discussion group leaders
said.

where the viruses that cause aging
(and cancer) arc eradicated, mail is

"The opportunity for growth and

Development of a loaned executive

wants, and stimulation of university

crystal hall and predicted a world

industries.

dary school systems and companies,

chairmen reported.

ing and retraining current workers,

BSU's conference on technological
development in July, looked into his

people thrown out of obsolete

to more sharing of knowledge

between Idaho universities, secon

students' technological needs and

which can bring to industry a pool of

skilled workers, programs for upgrad

Commerce.
Merrifield, the keynote speaker at

Soon the country must "recycle"

equipment and facilities would lead

use of their leaders on campus would

BSU is a great public resource

Innovation for the U.S.Department of

copper have declined.

Reallocation of funding and priori

ties and commitments to exchange

and Idaho State University, develop

Selland said.

for Producthity, Technology and

more traditional material-based com

programs.

with out-of-state schools, faculty

just around the comt·r, according to
Bruce Merrifield, Assistant Secretary

ing that emerging technological

workers, and a review of present

remove regional harriers and compe

Sound far-fetched? Maybe, but

tory of the world," he said, explain

for better career counseling and

retraining efforts for displaced

industry what we can and will do,"

those are just a few changes that arc

explosive gro\\1h period in the his

nology center, expression of a need

courses "ia microwave, expansion of

versities without campuses?

"We have the worst collection of
obsolete facilities the world has ever
seen. But we are also in the most

The committees voiced favorable

reactions to a proposed BSU tech

utility.

140 year lifespan? Cars powered

technology-based industries.

cation commitments.

beneficial alliance. We in education

must communicate to business and

by solar batteries in each wheel? l"ni

formation, Merrifield explained, from
traditional "smokestack industries" to

nity partnership, and implementation

technology and his philosophy that

The new world, according to
A

requirements, faculties, facilities and

puter assisted drafting, mathematics

"Students should have enough

dated by the technological world.
most important to have," he said.

"We absolutely need to devdop

general overall education. We need
human and conceptual skills to

organize id<.-as. The arts and humani·
tics can teach those.

"If high tech is to be successful, it

must he successful in business. Ideas
won't be enough."

Johnson said education has always
promised a better tomorrow, but that
major changes must occur in our

institutions or they will fail.

''Today we arc dealing with

the

world as we made it, not as we found
it.We arc today educating

citizens

who will live tx..-yond the xear 2000.

Who can predict what �tills and

knowledge will be necessary then?''
he asked.

Johnson cautioned states and

communities that may be putting too
many eggs in the high tech basket.
"We have a strong belief

that
the

growth will occur only where

electronics industry goes.That is a

belief that will get us in trouble," he
said.

Just off the presses
Five diverse Western writers

larly of rivers and fishing and the sea.
His best known volumes, A Run ofjacks and

1be

Lady in Kickinf!. Horse Reservoir, emphasize his

A popular northwest poet of the outdoors, a Texas
playwright whose dramas were performed at Kennedy

defining of himself, "I am a regionalist-when I
write a poem, I lay emotional claim to the setting."

<.enter, a prolific 1920s writer who published in
such popular periodials as lbe Saturday Evening
Post and Ladies Homejournal, a Native American
poet-novelist, and an author who described.the Da

Gerstenberger, formerly the chairman of the Uni
versity of Washington English Department, has also
written a volume on Irish writer john Millington
Synge for Twayne's English Authors Series, and has

nish immigrant experience are all subjects of the five
latest volumes in the Boise State University Western
Writers Series published by the English Department.

compiled a bibliography of American fiction.

The series, edited by Dr. Wayne Chatterton and
Dr. James Maguire, now numbers 60 scholarly pam

phlets about the lives and works of such western
authors as Vardis Fisher, Wallace Stegner, Bret Harte,
Ken Kesey and Dorothy Johnson.
The series is illustrated by Amy Skov, and James
Hadden is its business manager. This is the first year
that the pamphlets have been printed at BSU's Print
ing and Graphic Services.
The latest writers whose lives and works are
explored in the booklets are:

the Blood and Death ofjim Loney.
A strong current of alienation runs throughout the
books, according to Wild, exemplified by the depic
tion of the alcoholic Indian as a looming reality of
Native American life and not a stock figure. Welch is
able through his narrator to approach a clarification
of how he fits into his environment through a series
of personal struggles in dealing with events, Wild
says.
Wild has previously written booklets about the
lives and writings of Clarence King and Enos Mills
for the series.

• Sophus K. Witzther

Wild, a western poet himself, was nominated for

( •60) by Barbara Howard

Meldrun.
A regional author of both the Nebraska farmlands

the Pulitzer Prize in poetry in 1974. He has written
extensively about western American conservation

and the lush rain-soaked Willamette Valley of

ism and teaches creative writing for the University of

Oregon, Winther taught forty-one years at the Uni

Arizona English Department.

versity of Washington and was for many years a close
friend of dramatist Eugene O'Neill.
Winther's Danish badqcround led him to write
about the immigrant work ethic, and his early expo
sure to "nickel novels" influenced his writing about
courage, lO}"lllty, friendship, honor and social justice.
His novels about immigration after the early pio

• Stmthers Burt

neering era including Take All to Nebraska, Mort

( ... 56) by Raymond C. Phillips, Jr.

gage Your Heart and Ibis Passion Never Dies. The

Burt was a poet. essayist, novelist, short story writ

trilogy is a saga of family stuggles betwen old and

er. librettist. reviewer, and contributor to letters-to

new world social systems, economic hard times, and

the-editor columns through the 1920s and 30s. His

the relationships between generations where family

articles, essays, poems and stories appeared in many

solidarity is strongly affirmed.

prominent U.S. magazines such as lbe Saturday

According to Meldrun, Winther sees the immi

Et•enin[!. Post. Lc1dies Home journal and Red Book

grant experience as a "universal one which is as old

Magazine, and he wrote scores of reviews for 1be

as humankind: the quest for a better life, the expres

Saturday Rettieu• of Literature and lbe New York

sion of our adventurousness and a sense of wonder."

Times.

The Winther trilogy was translated into Danish

His famous Diary of a Dude- Wrangler, written
from personal experience, illustrated his conviction
that the dude ranch business is the last of a series of
bonanzas in the West.
Burt alv."lly s stressed the economic \-"lllue of the
Western scenery. and he believed strongly in the
intelligent conservation of game because it was both
profitable and spiritually necessary. He had a contin
uing involvement in the development of a sane and
just national parks policy.
According to Phillips, "Throughout his literary
career of nearly fifty years, Burt had as his foremost
subject the state of America itself, the quality of life
in this country. He spoke up for intelligent conserva
tion policies and against highways cluttered with bill
boards. He denounced totalitarianism and applauded
the democratic spirit and actions."
Phillips is an English professor at Western Mary·
land College, and interviewed Burt's son Nathaniel
while collecting information for the BSU pamphlet.

• Preston jones ( •ss) by Mark Busby.
An internationally known playwright during the

1970s, Jones is best remembered for his Texas
trilogy-The Last Meeting of the Kni[!.hts of the
White Magnolia, Lu Ann Hampton Laverty Ober
lander, and lbe Oldest Lil'ing Graduate, which was
performed at the Kennedy Center in Washington,
D.C.
At the peak of his popularity, his portrait appeared
on the covers of Smithsonian and Saturday Retfiew,
and he was the subject of a PBS television special.
In the trilogy, Busby says, jones examines, laments
and enhances some of the old western values-the
loss of the natural world, the role of women and
racism in the Southwest.

• james Welch ( •57) by Peter Wild
Welch, a Native American, was schooled in con

temporary American poetry at the University of Mon
tana by Richard Hugo, himself the subject of a series

It was jones who wrote the stage adaptation of
Davis Grubb's 1953 novel

1be Night of the Hunter,

later made into a Hollywood motion picture thriller.
Busby is the first to submit a typescript from a

booklet. Welch, Wtld says, both draws on his back

word processor to the series editors. An English

ground and combines it with modern reality.

teacher at Texas A & M University, he has written a

His collection of poetry Riding the Earthboy 40,

chapter on contemporary western drama for the

published in 1971, is about the farm of a reservation

forthcoming Literary History of the American West,

family, and the poems in it deal with the rural Mon

sponsored by the Western literature Association.

tana the author knows from experience.
The confusions and complexities of an Indian
author writing in English in that fairly recent phe

and Swedish and awarded the liberation Medal by
King Christian X of Denmark following World War
II.
Meldrun was a close friend to Winther, who died
at his home last May, six weeks before his ninetieth
birthday. She teaches English at the University of
Idaho, and has been a member of the Western Liter
ature Association executive council.

• Richard Hugo

( ...59) by Donna Gertsenberger.

Hugo is a Northwest poet, whose writing, Gert

Booklets in the Western Writers Series may be

nomenon, Native American fiction, are formidable.

senberger says, reflects the transformation of expe

ordered from the BSU Bookstore, Boise, 10 83725,

and Welch deals with them in his novels Winter in

rience into terms of the natural landscape, particu-

for S2.75 each, postpaid.
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From Fisher to Winther
Trio collaborates on 60 volumes
Ken Kesey, Hamlin Garland, Ruth Suckow and Joa
Thirteen years and sixty BSU Western Writers Ser

ies volumes ago, English professor (now emeritus)

Wayne Chatterton had an idea.

When he came to Boise State from teaching for

the College of Idaho English department, he had

been asked to find ways of adding scholarship status

to the English department here.

One of his interests was the Steck-Vaughn

Southwest Writers Series of pamphlets issued by

quin Miller.
Many of the booklets are the first analysis of the

subject's life and writings, and some volumes like
Plains Indian Autobiographies and Scandinavian

Immigrant Literature evaluate a literary genre.

The series was printed at Caxton Printing in

Caldwell for eight years and at J & D Printing, Meri
dian, for the next three years. For the first time this

year, the five latest booklets were printed at Boise

State's Pri11ting and Graphic Services.

the series editor to include all western writers.

pages for the Junior League of Boise

He has exhibited widely in the western states, and

person I really wanted was Jim Maguire because he
knew American literature thoroughly," Chatterton

his artwork can be seen in the permanent collection

of Boise Cascade Corp., Morrison-Kndusen Co., Inc.,

said.

Boise Gallery of Art and Idaho First National banks in

"That's not quite true, and it took a lot of persuad

Boise, McCall and Twin Falls.

ing on Wayne's part, as I'd never had a course in

Chatterton and Maguire have both recently pub

western literature," Maguire remembers. However,

lished articles in A Literary History of the Ameri

he agreed, and the pair hegan to plan.

can West, Chatterson's on A.B. Guthrie and

The old Steck-Vaughn series had looked dry and

Maguire's on western American drama.

undistinguished, Chatterton thought, and so he and

Maguire agreed to invite BSU artist Arny Skov to join

New poetry volume

their project as an illustrator.

The trio has been working together since that

1be Clock of Moss, by New Mexico writer Judson

time, publishing five series volumes each year, with

Crews is the latest volume in the Boise State Ahsahta

the help of business manager James Hadden.

Press Poets of the West series.

"This was virgin land for us. You have no idea how

Crews, a sociologist, psychologist, printer and

hard it was to get going. We had a new problem

publisher, has written poetry over the past four

every day, and they all seemed insuperable," Chatter

decades, publishing over 1,000 poems in nearly 300

ton said.

magazines and a score of volumes.

They both credit the college administration with

Chatterton then drove to the annual meeting of

Neb. to promote the project and to find other wri

ters for it. There he received considerable support,
with at least a dozen scholars voicing an interest.

"One of our first problems was that there is no
pay for the authors, but it is an opportunity for pub
lication and we've been surprised to have leading

western literary scholars want to write for us. We've
found that amazingly complimentary," Chatterton

said.

Although retired this year from his post at BSU as

professor of English, he will continue to co-edit the

series and is now working on a volume about A.B.
Guthrie, Jr., the author of 1be Way West, to be pub
lished next year.

Many of the names of the first subjects for the

booklets were found by reading through the Oxford
Companion to American Literature, Maguire recalls.

Author Tillie Olsen sent in a list of names, and she
herself will be the topic of one of the pamphlets
slated for publication next year.
Among the 60 authors now discussed by the book

Arny Skov and trout rising to a fly

Maguire thinks of the pamphlets more as general
introductions to the writers for students and
teachers than as scholarly works for specialists.

"It's been surprising how many of our pamphletes

are the first study-a complete overview of the writ
er's life and work. Among those "firsts" are Wallace

Stegner, H.L. Davis, Fred Manfred, Tom Robbins,

and Leslie Silko," he said.
The booklets are evaluated by many review publi
cations including Western American Literature, pub
lished by the Western Literature Association.

According to Maguire, it is those reviews and Skov's
stunning covers which have really sold the series.

"I don't think the books would have increased in

value as much as they have if it hadn't been for Arny.
His designs have made the pamphlets collectors
items," Maguire said.

"It must be a very rewarding thing for him. I know
it is for us," Chatterton said.
Skov researches the subjects of the books because

he wants costumes and scenery on the covers to be
authentic.
themselves as in his Tom Robbins cover, where he

drafted his daughter as a model for the hitch-hiking
cowgirl with the 12-inch thumb from Even Cowgirls

ter Van Tilburg Clark, N. Scott Momaday, Zane Grey,

Get the Blues.

Dr. Wylla

Beran... spoke at

the Higher Educa

tion Resource Services/West regional institute
Aug. 3-6 at Idaho State University, Pocatello. Bars
ness discussed the commitment between family
and career at the conference.
Dr. O.rvln Ch..taln was the Boise State Univer
sity representative to the triennial convention of
the Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi held at the
University of Maryland in College Park, Maryland,
Aug. 13-18.
COMMUNICATION
Dr. Mary E. Trapp and Dr. Ed Mcluakle pre
sented the paper "Mass Communication as a Per
spective on Human Communication: The Quan
dary of a Discipline," to the Qualitative Studies
Division of the Association for Education In Jour
nalism and Mass Communication (AEJMC) during
its annual convention, Oregon State University,
Aug.8.
McLuskie also presented "Response to the
AEJMC Joint Session on 'Critical Theory and
Media Research': Rush to Praxis, Rush to Applica
tion" to the Theory and Methodology Division, ltle
Qualitative Studies Division, and the Committee on

Technology and Polley.
McLuskie was appointed Chairman of the
Teaching Standards Committee of the Qualitative
Studies Division of AEJMC.
He was appointed in May by the Columbia Uni
versity School of Journalism to a 150-member
network of "correspondents" which annually pro
vides nominations for the Columbia/DuPont
Awards in Broadcast Journalism.
The Department of Communication was invited
by the International Communication Association
(ICA) to discuss its core curricl·lum during a spe

cial session of the ICA annual convention, May 2630, Dallas, Texas. McLuskie represented the
department during the special session, titled
"Communication Programs of the Future: A Public
Conversation with Program Administrators," where
he also delivered the paper, "Reflections for the
ICA Session on the Future of Communication
Programs."
Trapp and McLuskie attended the annual con
ference of the Canadian Communication Associa
tion during the Learned Societies Convention at
the Universty of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C.,
June 2-6.
Trapp spoke on the topic, "Free Press and Fair
Trial," at the annual meeting of the Idaho Press
Women In Boise, April 19.

In The Clock of Moss are his poems about the

West from pre-historic to contemporary times.

According to Carol Berge, a New York City author

who is a long-time associate of Crews and who
wrote the introduction to the volume, the collection
"presents the travels of an anonymous and classical

explorer-a response to observing nature's reactions
to the progress of civilization."

Crews has spent most of his life in the Southwest
areas which the poems in Clock of Moss describe
Waco, Texas, his birthplace, and Taos, New Mexico.
The two or three volumes of modem or contem

porary poetry are published each year by Ahsahta

Press, and are available at the BSU Bookstore, 1910
University Drive, Boise, ID 83725, and other area
bookstores for S3 per copy postpaid. A catalog of the
collection is also available at the bookstore.

A terrifying talk
Horror fiction writer Peter Straub will discuss the

techniques of writing horror fiction Sept. 27 at 8

p.m. in the Boisean Lounge of the SUB. His lecture is

free and open to the public.

The Connecticut author is best known for Ghost

Sometimes he uses materials from the books

lets are Thomas Hornsby Ferril, Owen Wister, Wal

PSYCHOLOGY

Skov creates pen and ink line drawings of about

twice the size of the pamplet covers. The pen line,

work on a cookbook cover, brochure, and inside

"I had to find somebody to help me, and the only

the Western Literature Association in Red Cloud,

Indian, a cowboy, a hippie, and a nurse, because of

the author's numerous well-known characters.

Skov works the series covers into a busy teaching

ilar venture.

Foote, by Maguire.

and so uses landscapes and animals. And for the

booklet on Ken Kesey, he combined drawings of an

and designing schedule, which this year includes

maybe Boise State could become involved in a sim

Regional Works by Chatterton, and Mary Hallock

In some cases, like his portrait for the Janet Lewis
volume, he feels the covers need further animation,

tone processing, and is less expensive.

When the series was sold, he began thinking that

grant to write and publish the first two volumes in
1972 themselves: Vardis Fisher: 1be Frontier and

for They Shoot Horses, Don't They.

he says, reproduces well on any stock, needs no half

North Texas State, and for years he had been after

continuing support for the project, beginning with a

He also looks for sources in advertising, as for the
Horacy McCoy volume where he looked up film ads

Story, the film version of which will be shown on

cable this month. He has also written Shadow/and

and Floating Dragon. Following his appearance in

Boise, Straub will begin co-authorship of a book with
another well-known author, Stephen King.

ENOUSH
Or. Jam" Maguire's article "The American Wes·
in the English Curriculum" has been published In
the Summer, 1983 edition of the Association of
Departments of English Bulletin. In it, Maguire says

WIHiam Laurance has been accepted by the
University of California-Berkeley to study for his
Ph.D. in zoology and has been awarded a gradu
ate teaching assistantshp there.

"... western literature, like American literature, is
here to stay, and western literary studies must face
similar problems of acceptance, in addition to

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

coming to terms with the special handicap
created by the popular western."
Maguire's critical review of the work of western

training program director, presented a paper,
"Therapeutic Modalities Education in Athletic
Training Curriculums," at the National Athletic

RC!n

Plaltfar, assistant

professor and athletic

humorist Harry Leon Wilson appears in Twentieth
Century Western Wr ite rs, published by Gale
Resource Co., Detroit. 1982.

Trainers Association national conference in
Denver on June 11. He also was selected as a
NATA national visitation team officer for NATA
undergraduate curriculum programs in the

BIOLOGY

Northwest He recently completed his coursework
for a doctorate in physical ecucation at Brigham

Dr. Ruanll c.ntannl attended the International
Northwestern Conference on Diseases in Nature

Young University.

Communicable to Man, Aug. 21-24 at Coeur

Rou Vaughn, associate professor, presented a
paper, "An Algorithm for Determining Arm Action

d'Alene, Idaho.
Dr. Robart Rychart presented a research paper,
"ATP and Soli Microbial Biomass in Rangeland
Soils," at the Third International Symposium on
Microbial Ecology held at Michigan State Univer
sity,

East Lansing, Aug. 7-12.

During Overarm Baseball Pitches," at the Ninth
Congress of the International Society of Bio
me-chanics at the University of Waterloo, Ontario,
Canada, in August He received recognition as one
of six finalists for the Outstanding New Investigator
award.

Coaches comment
An interview with Lyle and Bobby
SPORTS������
ing a game of football that you can't learn in the
classroom. I think toughness is important, not only
mental toughness and academic toughness, but phys
ical toughness. I think it prm.idcs a social climate
where the community can support the university.It
provide� a climate for the student body to come
together and support the university Boise State
football in our case may be the only place where we
get 20,000 people to have a common interest at one
time.
In addition to entertainment, what les
sons are there bt athletic. for the fans?
Dye:

I would hope that somt·one who was a

Bronco basketball fan would look out and see a team
that refuses to give up-that exhibits a tenacity that
even though they might get behind, you can sec in
that team that there's no quit. I think a fan who is a
supporter of that t}pe of team might be able to take
something like that away with them in their own
private life.
Lyle Setenclch

What about the fans bt football?
Setenc:ich:

Sometimes as a coach I wouldn't

mind l<x:king the stadium up and pla}ing a game
without the fans. A lot of kids arc forced to play
because their aunts and uncles want them to play or
their brothers did.A lot of kids will walk into this
office and want to quit We sit down to talk about it
because they're afraid to say 'I don't want to play
football anymore ' They shouldn't do that. If they
didn't want to drive a car anymore, would you care?
Or if they didn't want to go to math class who'd
care? But because they don't want to play football
anymore, they're lacking in something? No. they just
don't want to play footall anymore. Society has built
football players into something they're not.Pretty
soon they belkve they're something the}�re not.
That's bad. I don't like it.
You can't run a footall program without fan sup
port. So I think that philosophically you deal with it
the best way you can. You tC}' to he honeM with the
kids, you expose them to the large crowds and talk
with them about how to handle the newspaper:..
You can be a hero one day in the new--spaper and get
all kinds of pictures and next week you can be a dog.
business field as salesmen, because that's what they

Kids don't understand that.They get loved one week

do every day.Tht:y sell their people on what they're

and hated the next week. You try to prepare them

acquaint Its readers with the opinions and philos

doing and before they can sell their people, they

for that. I like dealing with fans; I like dealing with

ophy of Bobby Dye and Lyle Setenclch, FOCUS

have to sell themselves.

This year Boise State greets two new head
coaches In football and basketball. To better

all the out'iide public relations things. I feel like

visHed each of the coaches last summer. The fol

that's something that's fun. But a lot of times on Sat

lowing feature Is a composite of those two

What mue is there in athletics, ape

urday, when you're playing that game out there,

Interviews.

dally for the playen?

some of those fans lose perspective on what the

Why are you bt coac::hifte? What

Dye:

I would say some things that have been

said many years ago and many times ...I do think

attracted you to your re.pec:twe 15p0rts?

it's a character builder. I think you

Setendch:

with adversity in practice, certainly in games.

When I was a young guy it w.ts

really the only thing I really liked to compete in. I
think now also it is the companionship with the
other coaches and people in the profession. You can
take me out on the golf course and I won't kill you if
you heat me SOO times. But on the football field, in
terms of the strategy and the schemes of the game.
I'm pretty competitive It's probably the only real
competitive aspect of my lift•.
Dye:

I really like being involved with young

people.I wa.s out of coaching for OJ year and what I
missed without question more than anything else
wa.'i the involvement with the players.
What lead. to success as a coach? Is
there one thine you can point to?
Setendch:

The key is probably communication.

Everybody has a plan and a goal and an objective; it"s
only those who get those executed that will win.
And that's communication. Everybody does it
ditferenty.
Dye:

I thnk most of the succcssful coaches that I

know are guys who arc very much like succcssful
peopk' in any field. Thq: become very involved in
whatever it is they're doing Thq don't have a multi
tude of intcrests. That particular area is the one they
seem to dnote themselves to entirely I think the
really outstanding coaches arc thc guys who are very
involved in whatever that sport might he.
I think the one characteristic that seems to run
through successful coaches is that they have the abil
ity to believe in what tht:y're doing, how they're

have to deal

game is. I'm not specifically talking about our fans ..
. I'm talking about fans everywhere.
15 Boise as a football town really as

Throughout the season, you have some good times

intense as they say?

and you have some tough times. We tell our players

Setendch:

the opening day of practice that in this particular
season you're probably going to run through e\·ery
human emotion. You're going to deal with the ups
and downs of a lifetime, sometimes within a single
season
Hopefully, what he takes away with him is that
things weren't terribly ea.'iy for him as an athlete. He
had to compete physically and mentally at his fullest
to be a part of it. I think the person that gains that
has a tremendous experience. I think that's very
important .

the ability to persnere You know the

picture of tht• little cat with his paws over the top of
the chinbar. He's hanging. fully extended. And his
expression is wonderful. He's very alarmed and he's
not very t·omfortable and he's sc:ared to death.And it
says. "Hang in there, baby." And I think that's the
most important quality-to hang in there. Tenacity!
And the minute that you stop tC}ing to improve as
a person in whatner you're doing, you've lost it So I
think athletics is a tremendous lesson for life.
Setendch:

I think it teaches them competition

and it teaches them companionship; it teaches them
to win or lose; it teaches responsibility.I think if you
took 100 kids at this age group in the university and
put them together. I don't think they're much differ
ent than football players. I like working with them; I
like to sec them expand in four years of time and
mature.
I think athletics can prmide a \ital part of the

doing it and that it's best for their team.I think most

over-all university program. I think it helps students.

successful coaches could be highly successful in the

There are probably things that people can learn play-

It's an intense football town.

Is Boise just a football town?
Dye:

I've been here too short a time to be able

to make that judgement, but I would much rather be
at a place that has great t·nthusia.c;m for football than
at one that ha.'i apathy. I've been at a place before
where the football team never won, there was very
little interest and we had to caCC}· the whole thing
Quite honestly, I don't want to do that. I'm very
happy to be in the situation where there's a great
interest already here.I think that it's a natural carry
over. I think it's just up to us to put a good club on
the floor.That's all we can do, and I think it will take
care of itself.
You hanoe restored losifte programs
everywhere you've been. Do you seek
out those situations?
Dye:

I like the challenge.I don't know that I

prefer it, but those have just been the opportunities
presented me. The timing was such that the oppor
tunity just came to me in those situations. But I do
like a challenge-to see what you can do in a situa
tion like that. But I don't seek out that t}pe of
situation.
How important is winning football
eames to Lyle Setendch?
Setendch:

Winning is an imporant :tSpect of

any athletic contest or anything that you do academ-

ically or job wise.Everybody's going to win, every
body's going to lose, but the most important thing
for a young guy to know is that he's made an effort,
an extreme effort, to do the best he could do no
matter what anyone else thinks.Yoy may win and
you may lose, but as long as you've made an effort to
do the proper thing, you don't have to feel bad.A lot
of guys win and feel bad.A lot of guys lose and don't
feel bad. The effort is the key to it.
When you work to the utmost, winning will take
care of itself. If you don't, it won't.
And basketball games to Bobby Dye?
Dye:

I think if we all give our best, that's all I

want our team to do. I want the coaches and the
players to look in the mirror and say to the guy in
the mirror, "I gave my best." If we can do that, I
think winning will take care of itself. I want our
players to learn that. I want them to take with them
the understanding of what it meant to give their
best. And I think if we do that, then I think we are
successful.
Is winning over-emphasized?

Dye:

Bobby Dye

I think it is. I don't want anybody to get the

feeling that I don't think winning is important.
Someone somewhere once said, "Winning is not
important until you lose." We can talk about how
dangerous it is for us psychologically and what it
does to us to always be striving for victory, but I
don't think losing does much for you either.
It's terribly important to he aware that it's still a
game-it's still kids that are playing it.What has
really changed it is the advent of television, big sta
diums. Now you're talking about economics, which
affects everything we do.
Setendch:

You know that if you don't win

you'll get fired.And that pressure may effect differ
ent coaches differently. Some guys go fanatical in an
effort to win and some guys don't.I think that it's a
problem but I don't know how to deal with it. I
think television really glamorizes the sport and may
make people lose perspective of the game.
Describe yourself as a coach.
Setendch:

I like to treat our players like I

wanted to be treated as a player. I think that they
ought to know right from wrong.I also tell them
that I don't want any problems. I tell our kids 'You
know right from wrong, do what's right and don't be
a problem.' I think communication is important, that
you tell them what your goals and your purposes are.
I'm not a militaristic type of disciplinarian, but I
won't tolerate wrong.I won't tolerate a guy who
doesn't know what he's supposed to do.
Dye:

I'm a guy who cares deeply about our play

ers.That's one of the things that's important in col
lege athletics and something we've gotten away
from.It's still an educational experience and I think
the kids need to benefit from being in the program.
That's part of the coaches' responsibility. We talk
constantly to them about what they're going to do 5
and 10 years from now. That's terribly important.
As far as being a disciplinarian, a good guy, or

whatever, you have to be all those things when the
time comes to be those things. I don't think anything
is ever accomplished without discipline.It's very
important to have some fun along with it too.So we
try and combine those things.
Can a happy team be a winning team?

Dye:

It is the chicken or the egg ...what comes

first. They'll be happy if they win. It's not easy to be
happy if you're not winning.I think it's very difficult
for a team to have fun during the course of the sea
son and not win its share of games.
Setencich:

You give me four or five great play

ers and we'll be really happy ... and we're going to
win.You give me four or five bad players ... you 're
going to hate everybody and not win any games.You
need good players who can execute what you want.
It's a game of talent.
Recruiting is critical to your success.
What is the key there?
Dye:

Recruiting is really spelled w-o-r-k.Cer

tainly your past product is going to be helpful i n
recruiting. What you've done with your teams.You
need your assistant coaches to sell the head coach,

the school, the town, the place you play in, the peo

Last question ... if coaching were to

ple that are going to be around.It seems to me that

end today, what would you do?

we have at tremendous amount to sell at Boise State.
I truly believe that we can have as attractive a pro
gram as anywhere else. It's a great place to live, very,
very nice people, beautiful campus, great facility.We
have a lot to offer and we just need to be enthusias
tic about it.
In addition to talent, what are you
looking for in a player?
Dye:

I don't think you can win games unless you

have players that you can coach. You can have very
talented guys and be frustrated all the time because

Setencich:

Well, I've always thought I'd go back

and farm and raise some grapes, but I might stay in
Idaho and go trap, go hunt, fish ... some other work
in the outdoors.There are some things up here that
are really attractive to me, the lifestyle and so forth.
Dye: Bobby Dye would be capable of doing a lot
of things.The year I spent out of coaching, I was
involved in investments and I found it very interest
ing. There's a lot of things I could think about doing.
As of right now, I'm not sure just what that would

be.It's a question that I ask myself from time to
time. I think it would be a tough adjustment for me.

you never get everybody going the same direction. I
think you have to have unselfish people.It's terribly
important to have players on your team who will do
what you tell them to do.You can have people that
are not talented and if they'll do what you ask them,
you've got a chance to be successful.
I don't think people turn out to watch a guy score
25 points a game on a losing team. I think they come
to see a team that's successful.
Basketball is a team sport. On defense, it's five
guys trying to stop the ball from going in the basket.
On offense, it's five guys trying to·put it in the
basket. Really it's very simple.
Last spring the State Board of Educa
tion agreed to reduce state funding for
athletics. How do you feel about that?
Setencich: As a coach you're concerned
because as we cut money in the state of Idaho, that
means probably other football teams will be able to
catch up with us. Right now if you'll look at the con
ference, I think you'll find out that the Montana
schools and other schools are catching us. That
period of dominance may not continue.
All the coaches are looking for is to get the best

chance of winning that they can get.

Section 15 loses
best cheerleader
Section 15 has lost its cheerleader.James Laugh
rio, 53, died July 25 in Boise.
Known by football fans for his enthusiastic ...and
noisy ...approach to the game, I.aughrin was one of
the most avid supporters of the Bronco Athletic
Association, serving on the Board of Directors from

1974-76.
Laughrin had a successful career in the irrigation
pump business, and was a certified ski instructor at
Bogus Basin.
A resident since 1958, he left behind a small army
of friends, including those who will miss him in Sec
tion 15.
A scholarship fund has been established in his
honor.Donations can be made in I.aughrin's name to
the Bronco Athletic Association, 191 0 University
Drive, Boise, Idaho 83725.
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You are a reporter ...
We have appointed you

as

a reporter for FOCUS. Please send us news of yourself,

your brothers, sisters, cousins, aunts, uncles, children, parents, friends-anyone
who ever attended Boise State University. And, at the same time, include their cur
rent addresses. Many thanks for covering this very special "beat" for FOCUS. Send
to FOCUS, Alumni Office, Boise State University, Boise, Idaho 83725.
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